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Wave Glorious Highland Wave!
RUTH TAIT

Two or three years ago. when people first began to write
and talk about the Deeside wave, we cast envious glances
at Aboyne and made 'several expeditions over there with
our gliders, never realising what wave potential was all.
the time sitting over our own doorstep. Then we acquired
a full time tug, began to explore our own area and
discovered that we too had something to write about.

A glance at the map on the opposite page will show
that Milltown, on the Moray coast just 110rth of Elgin
with a flat plain to the south gradua ly rising to the
Cairngorm foothills, is ideally situated for wave from
several directions. To the south. running in a line roughly
ENE·WSW are the high mountains of the Cairngorm
and Grampian ranges which set up tremendous wave in
south and sou'h-west winds. Further to the west and
north-west lie the north-west Highlands which again
produce good waves.

Compared with sllch sites as. Aboyne, we are a long
way down-wind of the bills which Instigate our waves-.
Tbis meanS that we do not get cIagged-in so much in wave
<:onditions as a site in the hms. One or two people have
also suggested that this may account for the ferocious
turbulence experienced in wave conditions here; further
down-wind, the waves may have more curl-over than
they do nearer their originators. In weak wave conditions,
we find that it is quite easy to contact Wave at levels
below WOOf1. My husband once went straight to l0000ft
in wave from a 900ft winch launch, and others can
relate similar experiences.

Being so near the sea, Milltown loses out a little in
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the thermal season, for a good soaring day is almost
inevitably ruined by the onset of a sea breeze, and,
whilst it is possible to soar the sea breeze front. it is
frustrating to watch the cumulus forming an inaccessible
two or three mifes inland. However, this is. compellsated
for by the fact that our summer wave is as good as our
winter wave-indeed, the site record was last broken
in July wave, and now stands at 23000ft.

The site at Milltowll is on a dislJised airfield. one
<:orner of which has been taken over for other purposes,
so that, whilst it is possible to aerotow from the north
south runway in a due south wind, and trom the NW-SE
runway in a due SE wind, we have ollty one clear runway,
with plenty of grass an round, and that is the NE-SW
one. Last year we were joined by the ATe who run a
separate launching line parallel with ours; thus, when
fully operationall, we have two winches, a tow car and
a tug on the site. ] hasten to add that they do not all
launch simultaneously!

Besides the ATe. two other clubs, the RAF Fulmar
Gliding Club and the Highland Gliding Club, operate
together from MiIltown, sharing the hangar. clubhouse.
launching ,equipment, soda occasions and the tug-an
Al.Ister owned by a syndicate of RAF and civilian mem
bers. Our flying is restricted to weekends and occasional
local holidays, so many a gforious wave day passes
l.Inexploited during the week.

During the weeks before the Sunday flying ban was
lif,ted, when every Saturday seemed ridden by storm fiends
and every Sunday was beautifully, fmstratingly'flyable, we



had plenty of time to cast our minds back to former
days, when gliders were for flying and armchairs strictly
for after-dark reminiscing.

Remember that night in January when the then Fu1mar
Club Capstan took ofli on a hangar flight, was launched
into wave and went to 5000ft before being forced down
by the onset of darkness? Or that summer dawn in 1972
when gliders were contacting wave at 5am on the Longest
Day? And that rough day in July when the Auster and
the Skylark lurched over the boundary fence and stag
gered away upwind? The tug pilot came hack to shut
the Auster firmly in the hangar, but Hendry Dyce and
the Skylark did not creep in until some hours later,
having been to 23000ft and established a new site record.
Then there was that autumn day when every glider on the
site was stacked in weak wave. The memories fall thick
as leaves i.n Vallombrosa, and 1974 opened with a flourish
that will take some living up to.

By the' end of January, Diamond height had been
gained by Tim Q'Donovan; Gold by John Burn, Ian
Chisholm, Jeff Howlett, Mike O'Connell, Alasdair Raffan.
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Jim Tail and Tom Rosie; and Silver by Shirley Higgins,
Hank Dawson and Bob Rae.

During that month we had wave developing on every
flying day, sometimes so strong that more than 17kts
lift was reported andsometi.mes so high that records
could have been broken if only a way could have been
found to jump from the lower Wave at 12000-20000ft to
,the tantalising higher wave that appears to go to 30000
or· even 4OQOOft We stafted we]): with this potential,
what may the rest of 1974 bring?
Photo: Bob Sharman. Map: John Glossop.

OPERATION
FARGLIDE

NICK GOODHART

With the world distance record now standing at about
1460km (907 st miles) it is clear that the UK is much ,too
smalI for modern gliders. The longest legs in UK are
550 st miles north-south and 350 st miles east-west. and
perhaps this explains more than anything else why it is
necessary to invent complications like cat's cradle and
courses with turning points.

However the European mainland is, by modern glider
standards, within very easy reach from Kent and if one
crosses the Channel there are then hundreds of miles of
good gliding country spread out over an arC from east to
south. Thus, by crossing the channel, there is no reason
whatever why the world distance record should not be
broken with a flight originating in UK.

There are of course a number of snags in this scheme,
chief of which is that Kent is entirely covered with con
trolled airspace. thus stopping a cloud climb before suf
ficient altitude has been gained to cross the Channel and
still have enough height to be sure of continuing on the
otlJer side. A further point is that a cross-Channel retrieve
is extremely expensive and only worth it if some really
worthwhile flight has been made.

A Lot of Problems
If anything is to be done about it some sort of organisa

tion is fequired; so the Chairman of the BGA agreed that
the BOA would support an organised plan for overcoming
the various problems and invited The Daily Telegraph to
sponsor the scheme. Operation Farglide thus came into
being but there were a lot of problems to ovefcome.

Airspace was the biggest problem and it was only after
a long period of patient work on both sides - NATS and
Operation Farglide - that a scheme was finally evolved
in which the RAF at Manston very kindly offered to pro
vide radio ,communication and a controller who would
identify the glider and pass on all official clearance from
the London Air Traffic Control Centre. The scheme
requires that the glider does its dimb in a designated alFea
over SE Kent and that it reverts to VMC before reaching
the Paris FIR.

The Daily Telegraph offer of sponsorship overcame the
problem of cost though, naturally, they did not wish to be
saddled with cross-Channel costs for a worthless short
flight. The scheme was therefore based on starting from
Portmoak; this means that any glider r1eaching 8E Kent
has already broken the UK distance record by a good
margin. Another advantage of Portmoak is that it may
be possible to start the flight in the early morning ill wave,
getting down to say DOllcaster by the time the thermals
are going well.
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It might be thought that the expense of taking a glider
up to Portmoak as a starting pojnt would be excessJive but
by.and.large, provided a reasonably long flight is made,
the retrieve crew will do twice the length of the flight
regardless of the start point. Another !'advantage" of
Portmoak is that it will be essential for pilots with their
.gliders. to get there the night before the attempt. Hope
fully, this will reduce fumbles and the possibility of a late
start, as well as el)suril1g a good night's sleep.

The ATC clearance system requires arrangements to
predict the approximate time at which an Operation
Farglide attempt will arrive in SE Kent. To ensure this
a number of gliding clubs have been contacted who tie
.along the route from Portmoak and these have agreed to
set up a communications station if and when a Farglide
.attempt is made. A Farglide Ops Room wiII be established
in The Daily Telegraph offices to co-ordinate repor,ts of
progress from these stations and to establish ETAs in
:SE Kent.

Perhaps most important of alJ is the agreement of the
Met Office at Bracknell to watch the development of the
weather and give 36 hOllrs' warning of the arrival of suit
able weather. 'This warning will be confirmed on the morn
ing of ~c...l, at which time two pilots who have· greed t@
be available on the day in question will set off for Port-
moak with their gliders. .

The Scottish Gliding Union has undertaken to organise
.an the arrangements at. Portmoak - overnight accom
modation, customs, official observer, launching, etc. 
and provided the right weather actually emerges on
D-Day, we should have tW€J gliders sailing south with a
spanking following wind. Depending on whether they had
to wait for thermals, or managed to get away in wave,
they could arrive at the Channel as early as 13: 30 with
the prospect of making it to the Mediterranean jf the
right weather goes that far.

Once a pilot has crossed the Channel his crew goes
home and the Operation Farglide Ops Room takes on the
:responsil5>iJ,ity of organising. an air retrieve from wherever
the landing place may be.

"Duty" pilots have now been arranged to cover ev-ery
week up to June 30 and the whole system is opera'tional.
All that ,is needed is the weather. Hopefully this wilt turn
up within the next couple of months. If it does not,
arrangements win be made to continue the Operation into
j tlly and AUgllSt

Two hours that
could make a
difference to your
ideas about gliding
That's now long it will take you to read Peter
Champion's 'Glider Pilo-t'. But at the end of it

. you will feel you have spent a coup'le of hun
dred minutes in the air with him. At £2.00 a
copy, th-a1's cheap gl-iding by any standards!

Peter C:hampion does not intend that his book
.is to be regarded in any way as a manual of
instruction. It is rather an account of his own
exper,iences, of the events leading up to his
first flight, his first sol'o and the logging olf
nearly 400 flights.

The story is all the more interesting because
Peter had been ill and was suffering extreme
agoraphobia. Tremendous courage was needed
to overcome his fear and to master his nerves
while _learning to handfe a glider w,ith com·
petence.

While reading 'Glider Pilot' you will get to
know some of the o~her pupils and the instruc
tors, all of them with different ideas and atti
tudE;lsabout gliding. You will enjoy reading
'Glider Pilot' but, more important, you are
bound to learn something from it.

Hardbound

ar x 51"
120 pages
i1tustfated

Gtider Pilot
£2.00

ORDER YOUR COpy NOW
Complete this form and hand to J.our local bookseller. or. if
you wish. post direct to Model an Allied Publications Limited

-------:---------.--------
Please send me, to the address below, a copy
of Peter Champion's GLIDER PILOT. 11 enclose
remittance of £2.00
NAME. _
ADDRESS _

~
MODEL AND ALLIED PUBLICATIONS LIMITED
P.O. BOX 35, HEMEL HEMPSTAED, HERTS.

WINTER BAROGRAPHS
MAIN STOCKISTS:

THERMAL EQUIPMENT
LIMITED

Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire
Telephone Herri-ard 3059 or 0256·83 359
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AN
EXPENSIVE
WEEKEND
AT
SHOBDON

RHODA PABTRilDGE

I was out of practice in September and I knew that I
would have to cope with rotor aerotows when I went
to Aboyne in October so I decided to have a weekend at
Shobdon to get back into training. I had to collect my
trailer from Pontycymmer where Earl Duffin Ins his
plastics factory. Earl is developing the perfect Ch ,,,-libre
trailer and Glass Broomstick and I have been his Guinea
pig. I can't remembe.r what had been the matt::r that
time, but Earl had been fixing it.

Do you know the Welsh Valleys? They run between
the mountains and the coastal plain and they run narrow
and twisty. We hooked my magnificent trailer on and I
made off-within 15 minutes I had the Welsh valley
jammed solid from end to end. It was the unhappy juxta
position of a beautiful yellow JCB, two buses and me
meeting on the double bend by the level crossing that
did it. The local people loved it, they came out of their
houses and shops and shouted encouragement. I had
to unhitch and willing hands bore my magnificent trailer
away and I wished I didn't drive barefoot, or that I'd
remembered to put my shoes on before I sprang out.
Just to make it all more fun a few drivers got really
angry. It took ages to sort out and I drove on, red in
the face and chuckling helplessly.

At Monmouth there's a T-junction after the bridge
where you have to turn right. For the benefit of our
foreign readers who, I know. have quaint customs, I

Rhoda photographed last year at Aboyne with Glass Broomstick
iounediately after her Diamond and record flight on November 7
when she took her Std Cirrus to 19700ft, a gain of 17700ft, to
claim two UK feminine records (or absolute and gain of height.

should explain that in the UK we drive on the right side
of the road, which is the left. At the T.junction there
was a woman stationary lin a powder blue Simca, waiting
to turn left. As I turned right I hit her with my mudguard.
Now Earl has built a lot of good ideas intQ my magnifi
cent trailer and once upon a time he had his trailer
wheel bent because it hit a post, so he has protected the
wheels of my magnificent trailer by putting a savage
piece of angle iron under the mudguard like an iron
hand in a velvet glove. It was with this angle iron that
I clouted the powder blue Simca.

Looking back I can see that I should then have put
on my shoes, sprung out of my car, run across to the
powder blue Simca and said to the lady "Madam, would
you care to back?" But I didn't. I think it was because
there was a lot of traffic about and I didn't fancy gum
ming up Monmouth the way I'd gummed up that Welsh
valley. Instead I ground inexorably on with the angle
iron gouging its way the entire length of the powder
blue Simca. Then I brought the tail round and clouted
it again. I parked, sprang out and ran across to the
powder blue Simca (Oh hell, I've forgotten my shoes
again). The lady was very upset and waS wringing her
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A few weeks later I did a rather depressing sum.
Repairing. the powder blue Simca (I paid to save my
no claim bonus) £23. Two nights bed and breakfast,
temporary membership, 20mins Blanik from 2000. aero·
tow, petrol, about £8. One new trailer mudguard fitted
and petrol to Pontycymmer to collect my tail £9.. That
Blanik flight cost me £2 Cl! minute_

they said, walking slowly back. "It was on the fuselage,"
I said. "I don't think it was there when you pulled the
fuselage out," a gentleman sa'id. I dashed wildly round
my magnificent trailer; I peered into its empty interior.
Someone must have stolen it. BUlt that's ridiculous,
who'd wan,t to pinch my taU? We de-rigged, it was
raining by then. The gentlemen were quiet but kind.. I
drove sadly away (one could almost say "with my tail
between my legs", but it would be much better if one
didn't). 1 saw beautiful country On the way baCK to Ou
digan. I saw a lot of it twice because I got fost. 1 decided
that I knew what had happened to my tail.

Next morning a phone call to Earl. "Earl, 1 have a
sad story to tel!."

"Oh Lord," said Earl, "not again." (I think he thought
1 wanted him to do some more work on my magnificent
trailer. He needn't have worried. My magnificent trailer
is now perfect.) 1 told my sad story and he laughed a
good deal too much. He phoned back in half an hour.
Yes, his men haa removed tlte saddle·thing and stood
it out of the way and that's where it still was. I'd have
to come and fetch it wouldn't I?

hands. "Only think." she said, "I've been driving 35
years and I've neVeF 'had .an accident!" "You haven't had
,one now," I said, "I've hit you." That comfortl;fd her
and we exchanged ~ddresses and I drove on rather
thoughtfully.

Saturday was wet and sad but I did manage a two
seater site check and very much liked what I saw.
Sunday Was, pretty hopeless too, but I decided to rig. Not
so easy. Not a lot of people' around because it wasn't
much of a day. Finally I found tW0 gentlemen, but they
both had bad backs, which made it awkward because
I'm not strong enough to manage the wing root (yes, I
have tried and no I can't manage it You dOll't want me
to inj,ure my back do you?)

A New Experience
Neither of them had seen a Std Cirrus rigged and we

really did have a time. Sweat, 'tears and a good deal of
blood because one of the gentlemen had the fleshy part
of his hand just below the thumb between the wing root
and the fuseiage at the moment when I. at the tip, gave a
determined push and the wing clicked in (the other wing
£licked out, but that was no comfort to him). Fresh blood
tooks horrid on a Std Cirms so I bandaged him lip.
Finalty we got the bort in and I connected the controls
and went round to put on ,the tail. The tail lives in a
most elegant saddle-thing that fits ooto the fuselage and it
wasn't there.

"Excuse me," I called to the two gentlemen who were
walking briSKly away, "have you seen my tail?" "No,"

* *

DISTRIBUTOR
Dan,ison Import Export Ltd.,
49 Tamworth Road, Hertford. Telephone:
Hertford 2461/2/3

New foryou!
________~5P::OS:.:it~ionl:flaps on a15 meter

sailplane
-

If you are looking for the obvious advantages of 5-position flaps without the o,isadvantages of
costly 19m sailplanes, be one of the first ;in the U.K. to buy and fly the new metaIIS-29D, a
unique aircraft in its class.

The metal construction of the IS-29D substantially reduces the _usua'lly high repair and maintenance
costs of Hbre glass gliders. Designed to OSTIV requirements, the IS-29D is a 15m standard class air
craft, superbly built and finished with fi'rst-c1ass handling characteristics and 'Iow circling speed.

:It features really effect,ive top and bottom air brakes and is delivered complete with ASI, two PZL
variometers, al,t,imeter, compass and miniature T&S to Dunstable or Lasham for only £4,300 + V.A.T.

A demonstrator will be avai'lable early in April.
Full details from either:
SOLE IMPORTER

ff Singer Products Inc.(U.K.lLtd.,The Parade
Frimley, Surrey. Telephone:
Camberly 20717 Telex 85147
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Silver, Gold a,nd :Diamond in Seven Days

MICHAEL CAHLTON

Mike started gliding in 1959 with the ATe and at Benson rose to the
dizzy heighfs: of an instructor with a C certificate, completing some
4Shrs. From 1961 until late in '73 his interests were diverted else
where. His progress since his return to gliding in October last year
hasn't been exactly slow - but let him tell the story. Incidentally
you will be seeing Mike around the Regionals in No 522.

Bill Scull. the National Coach. my wife and I arrived
at the WorM Gliding Championships a,t Waikerie illl the
midst of a rain squall to greet an optimistic British
team whose brown skins fortunately showed that the
weather might improve. After three days of caravan
squatting, ,table tennis and visits to local wine growers,
we left for Benalla in Victoria. the home of the Victoria
Gliding Club, and to the welcome of Tony and Alln
Hayes: late of Lasham. and Bill Simpson, deputy CFI.

My previous gliding experience having been limited
to some early fligbts in 1959 and 1960 and a Bronze C
obtained at Pertmoak in the latter part of last year, you
can imagine my eagerness to attempt a Silver distance
in what was pro,ving to be extremely good weather some
400 miles east of Waikerie.

On the first day I was dll'.y checked out in a Blanlk
and cleared to fly the club's impressive fleet of solo
aircraft. After one day's local soaring in temperatures
of 28°C, indeed my first real thermals, I set forth on
the third day to fly my first soaring cross-country. My
briefing ffOm Bm Simpson was pure Australian: he
merely pointed in a northeasterly direction, muttering,
"Albray or Corara because we can aerotow you back"!
After 6ihrs and nearly IOOkm the SHver was in the
bag, with m~ stiB not having realised where the diffi-

London Sailplanes Ltd.
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds.

Telephone Dunstable 62068

U.K. Agents (or Tost and A. Schleicher
Open Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 R,m.

C.A.A. welding and re-sprays

iRepairs to wood, g'lass fibre and steel tube machines

Stocks of most materials for repairs and re-builds

Wide :range of instruments in stock

Barograph and A.S.1. Calibration

cuUies lay. As promised, I was towed back almost in
the dark and landed some 30 minutes after sunset hav
ing completed all the Silver C requirements on my third
day's gliding in Australia. .

The next morning. bursting with optimism, over
confidence and enthusiasm, I converted to the Libelle
and promptly sought a briefing for the task of Gold C
distance and Diamond goat. The briefing was short ami
to the point: "Go to the nor,th·east past Albray until
you come to an airfield, that's Holbrook. Take a photo
and COme back".

A Very Near Miss
So Bin Scull, a local club member and I set out at

about 13: 00 local, in a 7·10kt wind to fly 300km out
and-return. Adopting similar principles to the day before.
I struggled towards Holbrook. which I might add was
almost visible after only 20 miles out, and after 4thrs
I finally arrived over my destination, taking no fewer
than five photographs whilst convincing myself that 5.30
in the afternoon left me plenty of time to return. It
wasn't until only 25km from the club airfidd at 3S00ft
that the last thermal needed had disappea'red. It was
then that I realised that both the other aircraft were in
tbe same predicament and we all landed on a small crop
dusting strip within two minutes of each other, having
all missed the magic 300 by about 25km.

After a long weekend in New Zea'land I returned to
BenaUa and set off on the same task to Holbrook. Con
ditions were extremely good, although once again a
trying headwind made my task a very slow one, but I
was pleased to find that the "miSSing thermal" was
present. I arrived back at Benalla with 5000ft to spare.
having no trust whatsoever in the final glide computer,
to land a few minutes after Bill Scull. he having also
achieved the 300km and the goal.

I had flown on seven days in Australia, obtained a
full Silver. the Gold distance and the Diamond goal in
35hrs. which only goes to prov,e that I should endeavour
to complete the badges before I discover how difficult
it really is.
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Radio Installations In Gliders
The following notes are intended as 'a guide, covering legal and
airworthiness requirements, instaUation practice and aeriall
systems.

TERRY McMULLlN

1. legaI Requirements
1.1 Radio equiflment must be type

approved by the CAA: commercially
,available equlpments, currently approv
ed are listed in Appendix 1. In addi
tion, there are some commercially
available equipments which meet the
CAA requirements, but are not type'
,approved because no formal applica
Ition for approval has been made. It is
-certainly true that any VHF AM set
approved by the GPO, and having a
transmitter power not exceeding two
watts, will satisfy the CAA r,equire
ments. (See Appendix 2.)

1.2 Radio - installations must be
licensed by the GPO. Application forms
for licences may be obtained from the
GPO Radio Regulatory Division,
Waterloo Bridge House, Waterloo
Road, London SEI. The forms require
the applicant to state the type of equip
ment to be installed, and attention is
,drawn, therefore, to the paragoraph
above. If applkation is made for use
of an equipmcat which is not on the
type approved list, the application will
be rejected.

1.3 There is no current legal require
ment for a person operating a glider
radio to hold any Radio Telephony
Licence or Certillcate. It is to be
noted', however, that this is a waiver of
normal aircraft practices and only ap
plies to use of equipment 011 the aUo
·cated glider frequencies of 121.65,
129.9 and J30,4MHz. It is, perhaps,
worth commenting that only 130.4MHz
is exclusive to glider operations, the
rest being shared with other users, who,
inciden~any, are requited to hold the
usual licences or certiHcates.
2. Airworthiness Requirements

Requirements for powered. aircraft
are fOl'mally stated in BeAR, section
R. Some sections of that document may
usefuUy be read across to glider instal
lations but most requirements come
under the heading of commonsense.
2.1 Meohanlcal Safety

There should be no loose items in tile
aircraft. This includes any hand-held
microphone, for which proper stowage
must be provided. In addition, it is
commonsense that such stowage, must
be I'n a IPlace where the press-to-trans
mit button cannot become semi-per
manently depressed.
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The above requirement is closely re
lated to the second obvious one that
there shall be no possibility of fouling
the aircraft flight control systems.

The radio -controls, induding an
on-off switch, must be readily accessible
in flight.

Mountings should be sufficiently
strong to retain the equipment in the
event of an accident. This applies par
ticularly to sets mounted behind the
pilot's head.
2.2 EleotricalSafety

Equipment nlll off wet batteries must
have fuses of appropriate rating ,in the
slJpp,ly line. The reason for this is that
in the absence of a fuse, a short circuit
can easily result in a fire; furthermore,
it is a sensible precaution to see that
the radio circuit is separately fused
from any flight instruments for reasons
which should be obvious.

The fire hazard. does not occur if
dry batteries are used, but a fuse is
recommended if batteries are shared
with the flight instruments. There is
also probably no fire hazard iJl the case
of small capacity nickel cadmium bat
teries. As, however, this type of battery
is liable to damage if over-discharged,
provision of fuses for such batteries is
also recommended.
3. Installations

Aerial installations represent the only
major technical difficulty in most radio
installations; they demand both an un
derstanding of the problems and careful
attention to ,detail if optimum perform.
ance is to be achieved. The three quali
t,ies a glider aerial should possess are:
I Most of the power fed to it should

b~ radiated;
2 Radiation should be substantially

uniform in the horizontal plane
around 'the aircraft;

3 Radiation should be vertically polar
ized.
The first requirement means that the

aerial input impedance must be equal
to the characteristic impedance of the
feeder cable. Two types of aerial are
in common use, namely unipoles .and
d'ipoles. A unipole has an impedance of
around 500hms, whilst a dipole is
around 750hms.

The second requirement can only be
met if the aerial and its immediate sur

. roundings are substantially free from

"electrical" obstructions. These include
metal struct res, control rods or wires
running approximately parallel to the
aeria'l, within, say, 2ft distance from it.

The last requirement implies that the
aerial itself should be approximately
vertical in level flight, and also that
there should not be a substantial
amount of radiation from any horizon
tal surfaces which may be part of the
aerial system.

It is seldom that an aerial installation
en a small aircraft approaches the ideal
in all the above qualities and compro
mise is necessary, requiring judgment
and, desirably, measurement of t'he im.
pedance characteristics. Impedance
measurement is most easily done in
directly by using an instrument called
a reflectometer or directionat power
meter. These instruments have the
capability of measuring both the power
fed to the aerial and also the power
reflected back along the feeder ,cable
due to an aerial mismatch: the true
aerial input power is then the difference
between the two values.

An instrument of this kind can be
built for approximately £3 worth of
components and a few hours' labour,
and its use enables aerial matching
adiustments to be made simply and
quickly. (Ref 1 Radio Communications
Handbook, published by the Radio
Society of Gt Britain. Section 1'9.27.)
Uniformity of radiation in the horizon
tal plane can, in principle, be measured
in flight by suitable instrumentation
of either the airborne receiver or a
ground receiver. Such measurement,
however, is really quite unnecessary
unless there are strong grounds for sus
pecting that the instalilation is likely
to have poor directional characteristics.

APPENDIX 1
Commercially Availab'le Type
Approved Glider Radios

Becker, Max Egon - VHF Comm
Transceiver, AR/2S; Skycrafters Tnc
VHF Comm Transceiver TRVJ22;
REE Telecommunications Ltd-"Tele
comm" VHF AM Portable Radiotele
phone, TRT/2; Storey, G. E. & Co 
VHF Camm Tx-Rx, TR-670J: Murphy
Aircraft Communications Ltd-"Ram
bIer" Portable VHF Comm Tx-Rx.
MR965A: Pye Telecommunications
Lld - VHF Personal Radio Telephone



"Pockettone 70" type PF2 AMB; pye
Telecommunications Ltd - "Bantam"
VHP Comm T.RX;· GEe (Electronics)
Ltd - "Courier" VHF Comm T-Rx;
Ultra Electronics Ltd - "'Packset"
Type 3A4-AGl VHF Comm Tx-Rx
and Dittel, W., Kg - FSG-15P; Avio
nic Systems (Heathrow) Lld - UHF
360 Channel Transmitter-Receiver,
ASH 360.

APPENDIX 2
Performance Requirements tor Gilder
Radios
1. Transmitter
1. L Transmitter carrier power shall

not exceed 2 watts
1.2 Frequency stability shall be better

than .005% under all conditions of
operation

1.3 Spurious ,emiSSIons shall not ex
ceed a level of 25 microwaUs

1.4 Amplitude modulation shall be
used'

2. Receiver
2.1 Spurious eUllSS10nS shall not ex

ceed a level of 100 microwaUs.
This requirement implies use of a
radio frequency amplifier stage.
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Fig l-Sleeve Dipole in Fin. The aerial
consists of two elements. these being a
thin rod and a tube., The feeder cable
runs, up the inside of the tube to join
its inner conductor to the base of the
rod. located at the t.op of ,the tube. The
outer screen of the cable is joined to
the top of the tube. Input impedance
to the aerial wil be approximately
750hms.

Fig 2-Unipole. The ideal unipole con
sists of a vertical rod. projecting up
wards or downwards fn;>m a horizonta'l
metal surface, the dimensions of the
surface being large compared with the
aerial length. An approximation to t.he
ideal can be realised In some such man
ner as shown in Fig. 2 where t.he ideal
horizontal surface has degenerated into
two strips of aluminium foil or equiva-

lent, the lengths of the arms being made
approximately the same as the length of
the aerial rod. This type of aerial can
l!IsuaIly 'be built. into the fuselage under
the wing centre section: it may not be
feasible to maintain the foil strips in the
horizontal plane and quite large depar
tures from the ideal can be tolerated
without necessarily incurring serious
losses.

Approved 360 Channel VH F For Gliders
JOHN SELLER

In addition to Class I approval for light
aircraft., the CAA has recently granted
approval for USe In gflders and sail
planes to an all-British 3f50 channel
VHF transmitter/receiver-the first 360
channel equipment to be so approved
in the UK. The following notes pro
vide a brief description of the develop
ment and performance of the set and
its instalIaotlon in a modern. high per
formance glider.

The developmen t story of t.he ASH
360 began in 1966 when Terry McMul
Iin decided to build on his earlier ex
perience of constructing single-channel
VHF sets for use in gliders by building
a multi-channel unit. The first such sets
had 90 channels and were designated
type TM 90. The advent of cheap and

r,eadily obtainable 20 position rotary
switches made possible the TM 360
which followed close on the heels of
the TM 90.

Terry McMullin has manufactured to
date about 120 TM 360s-a consider
able achievement for one man working
on his own, although he is quick to
acknowledge the excellent co-operation
afforded him -by the ARB at that time.

As a result of the heavy demand for
the TM 360 which Terry was never
able to fulIy satisfy, he ,established an
agreement with Avionic Systems
(tIeathrow) Limited. who have taken
over production of the equipment which
is now marketed in a silghtly modified
form as the ASH 360.

The main features of the set are

the extremely low power consumption
-nominally 50mA on standby and its
light weight about 2tlbs. It also offers
high receiver sensitivity, flexibility of
microphone inputs and ample audio
output power to drive a loudspeaker.

Further details may be obtained from
Slingsby Sailplanes or direct from
the manufacturers. Avionic Systems
(Heathrow) Ltd. Viscount Way, Lon
don (Heath row) Airport, Hounslow,
Middlesex.

BERT PAGE

I recently had the opportunity of fitting
the ASH 360 into a Kestrel 19. Unfor
tunately, to sit the radio into its posi
tion as per Slingsby Sailplane's draw-
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You could be in his place by Summar 1974

JANTAR

JANTAR 19m Sailplane Winner of tern Cup at Vrsac 1972- 48: 1
glide angle at 59 kts. All glass fibre-very easy to rig.
£6,600 Ex Works with instr,uments. Immediate del:ivery.
Demonstration Aircraft now at Booker.

COBRA 15 15m 'sailplane 1:38 glide an9le- Price with full set of irt
sbuments ex altimeter £3,500 Ex Works- Delivery 2-3 ,
months.

PJRAT 15rn 1:33 glide angle. Price £2,632 Ex Works- Delivery
2-3 months.

BOCIAN lE Two-seater £2,662 Ex Works.
All delivered to Booker Airfield, Marlow, Bucks. Delivery
charg,e £350.

Now profile trailers to suit above aircraft available
Polish Tug Aircraft WllGA 35. FuH British C of A. Very cheap to

operate. Special leasing arrangements. £9,000 Ex Works with spares.
PZL instruments in stock. For PZL In5lrumenl r·epairs send direct to:

G\.IDEI'l INSTHUMENTS, 5 GLENDEVON ROAD, WOOOLEV, READING, BERKS.
Te'l. Reading 696491:

For fuli d~tails c9ntact JOHN STRUGNELL at:
DALTRADE LTD., 181-183 WARWICK ROAD, LONDON, W148PU

Telephone: 01-3706181 or evenings Bourne End 23458
Sole Exporter - Pezetel Ltd. 4a Czestochowska Street, Warsaw, Poland

JOHN HULME
Tunbridge Lane, Bottisham

Cambridge CB5 90U
Telephone: Cambridge 811323-Wood, Metal and
Fibreglass Repairs

•
Spares and Materials

•
Trailers

UK REPAIR AGENT FOR DIAMANT
AND PHOEBUS SAILPLANES

COOK
ElECTRliC VARIO

EASY TO INSTALL IN MODERN
GLIDERS

FAST RESPONSE WITH IDEAL
DAMPING

I NO ZERO SETTING REQUIRED

RELIABLE AND ACCURATE

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

QUICK SERVICE AND REPAIR

ECONOMICALLY PRICED

COOK TOTAL ENERGY AND
AUDIO UNITS AVAilABLE

d. HARDV INSTR'UMENTS LTD.
25 Dimple, Road, Matlock

Derbyshire Tel. Matlock 3269

ing and to maintain the specified instru
ment byout, ie, Horizon (P,erranti Mk
7) and PZL Vario one above the other,
it was necessary to raise the instrument
cowl by 5/l6iri. This was achieved by
making up wooden battens and attach·
ing them to the edges of the instrument
cowl. The piano type hinge normally
securing the panel into the aircraft was
also dispensed with and replaced by
a bracket riveted OIl to the panel face
and attached to the radio carrier box.

Wiring UP' presented no problems,
the loom being made up and secured
to the existing instrument and electrical
runs with hellerman straps. The loud-
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speaker recommended was obtained
from Lectro Spares at Englefield Green.
This unit was sited in one of the re
ceSses of the barograph/battery mount
ing tray along with the independent
power supply which is a 12v HPl, giv
ing, I am told, about lOOhrs life.

The end result of this exercise is a
smart looking layout which gives a
professional type appearance.

My thanks during the fitting and in
stallation must go to the suppliers
Messrs Avionic Systems for their help
and advice and for the loan of their
space model during the fitting opera
tion.

SRtAN WEARE

CI,apper lane Honiton
Devon EX14 BOO

PHONE: HONITON 2940

Glider - Motor GJider - C's of A
and repairs

TRAILERS



SPORT PARA SERVICES 25 CROOKHAM ROAD 'FLEET HANTS.

AGENTS FOR RFD &GO

turns, a surprising thing sometimes
happened. A sudden thermal current
caught the ship and carried it up, up,
up, to the neighbourhood of the clouds
again. The swirling sweeP of the 5()ft
wingspread, travelling at 70mph and
suddenly twisting upward in corkscrew
fashion, had apparently dislodged a
thermal bubble which had been tremb
ling on the verge of rising.

When the firs,t report of this came
from a pilot in Germany, most Ameri
can ·soarers were. sceptical. But they
tried it and found it often worked.
Meteorologists say it is entirely credible.

-

Telephone: FLEET 3793

A,re you completeliy confident
your parachute will operate when
you need it?
Regul1ar servicing will give you that
confidence, it may be a nljisance but
may well be needed to save your life.
Sport Par<l Services are able. to offer a
7 day turn-around for servi'cing vour
equipment.

[PffirnillrnrnillTI~
II 'CIIB

Shakilil9 A Bubble Loose

WORDS AND DRAWINGS BY

I ,tried to convince myself that I had
imagined it all and went back to the
bench.

Three times r heard that whistling
and three times I searched the building
to no avail.

Weeks later, I was told how one
night a Ju 88 followed the Uberators
back to their base, shot down three in
the circuit and caused two more to
collide. I also heard tha,t there was
supposed to be a ridiculous tale a'bout
the ghost of one of the navigators. who
was known to haunt the contra'! tower.

Like you, I don't believe in ghosts,
but I hope one day that some real,
living person will come lto T,ibenham
and tell me it was he who he'lped with
the 01y's wheel that evening.

CHARLES HALL

Extracts ,from The N ationaJ Geographic
Magazine date unknown: approx 1935
1938.
A modern sailplane flight in competi
tion is never over until the ship is
.actuaUy on ,the ground, al1d stubborn
pilots, fighting to the last for a breath
of breeze that would keep them in the
a,ir, discovered something.

They found that if a man dived his
ship at high speed. 70mph or so, above
a promising source of thermal currents
such as a cornfield, banked sharply
when only I-200ft from the ground,
and spiralled upward in tight climbing

True Story from Tibenham

If you read Norfolk Club News in ,this
issue, you will find a mention of a war
time USAF building still in use as our
clubhouse. There are in fact about
eight. separate rooms,' providin~ space
for .kltchen, storeroom, bedrooms, etc,
all mterconnected by a long corridor
and at the far end, a large workshop.

One summer evening, a coup'le- of
years ago, when everyone else had !en
the airfield, I spent an hour in the
hangar trying to release the wheel of
our Oly which had squeezed through
the ring of the lifHng-,trolley. The prob
lem seemed impossible and eventually
reached that point of solitary despair
when I knew I should have to admit
defeat. It was then that I heard a quiet
An:erican voice beside me offering
assistance and advice-and almost im
mediately afterwards we levered the
tyre. free of the trolley. He stayed
awhIle and talked of B-24s and ]immy
Stewart, but I neither saw him arrive
nor depart, and certainly neither heard
nor saw a car.

Having removed the crumpled wheel
fairing, I took it to the workshop and
set to work with the hammer. Minutes
later I heard someope whistling a tune
and . obviously approaching a'long the
corndor.

Hammer poised, I waited to greet
the visitor, but the whisNing passed the
open door-though no-pne appeared.
Puzzled, I looked out along the empty
corridor, then into each of the rooms
before doing a circuit outside - the
building. Without a doubt, there was
nobody else in or near the building, so
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Whither GI,iding Now?
LYN BALLARD

and different gliders will have slightly differ,ent figures, but
the main lesson of the calcu'lation lema,ins unaffected. That
is of the ISO or so horses in the tug's engine, only about
14 are effectively driving the glider on tow.

If a mere 14 effective horsepower could be placed in the
glider it would ael~ieve the required climb without the tug
and the oyerall nergy requirements of launching would
drop by about 90% from IS0hp to 14hp. In the exploita
tioR of this fact lies t11e gliding Movement's most effective
answer to the oil sheiks.

The SF-27M has, of course, pointed the way, 'but designers
and manufacturers seem to have directed the drive of pro
gress towards exotics of ever increasing span and cost that
have done little for the average club pilot and will be to do
even less in the lean years ahead. But consider the advan
tages of a machine that will take-off without exterior power,
fly to wherever the lift is, survive the odd unsuccessful low
scrape and finally retrieve itself without needing a crew of
three and a long journey in a ,large car. All this and a
drastically lower fuel consumption than our present m.ethods
allow. Who hasn't dreamt of it? But the dream is fast
becoming a necessity if gliding is. to stay in business.

But how practical is the motorglider as a high perform
ance sailplane? Well, first one must accept the need for the
motor to be retractable. Even the best of feathering props
win blunt the edge of a modern hot ship's performance,
In practice, the l4hp that was calculated as adequate will
need to be nearly doubled for the following reaSOns:
1 The exposed motor will cause an appreciable increase

in drag.
2 Extra power will be needed if the ground run isn't to

be unreasonably long.
3 Propellers operate with an efficiency of between 500/0

and 85%, the larger slow turning ones being the most
efficient. Due to the problems of installing a large prop
in a high performance glider, a fairly inefficient pro
peller will be inevitable and extra power is needed at
the crankshaft to ensure that there is enough output
power.

So one is looking for between 20 and 4Ohp, depending
on the weight and sleekness of one's glider and absolute
minimum weight. On weight groundS; the various Volks
wagen derivatives must be ruled out, and i,t is only the
high-revving, two-stroke motors that are going, to have
suitable power/weight characteristics.

The German firm of Hirth produce a four-cylinder two
stroke of 26hp and a twin of 4Ohp. Both these weigh about
90lbs with propeller and mounting. There is an 18hp twin
that weighs about 451bs and the Steyr-Puch Wankel engine
of similar power and' weight.

At the ultra·light end is the 9hp Stihl chaiiilsaw engine that
weighs about 251bs and has been used in Germany on a fixed
stalk to power K-6s. It is quite successful but has insufficient
power to take-off. The Steyr-Puch has been used in an
ASW-12 and that would take-off,

There are two definite problems with all these engines.
The first arises from the fact that they ~ll need to rotate
at 5000rpmor more while the propeller is much better
turning at half that speed. So a reduction drive is essen
tial. Airscrew reduction drives have peculiar problems, of
their own but successful systems aren't impossible. The

550 550
This power is supplied in free flight by the glider using up

its store of gravitational energy and sliding downhill. If
3.4hp were applied to the glider through a tow rope pull, or
an engine in the glider, it would just balance the drag force
and the glider would not lose altitude: ie level flight
requires 3.4hp.

The horsepower required to give a 6kts climb
All up weight x rate of clim~ in ft/sec 600 x 6 x 1.69

----=tlhp
550 550

ie: in order to maintain its speed and climb at 6kts, the
glider requires an energy input of 11 + :3.4 = 14.4hp,

On comparing this. figure with the 180hp of the tug, one
is inclined to suspect <l misplaced decimal point, but the
disparity isn't caused by any error in the arithmetic.

If one now considers the tug's power requirements, take
the all up weight of the tug as 2500lbs and an engine-off
glide angle of 6: 1, then the power required to make the
tug alone .climb at 6kts comes to It massive 115hp. Thus.
the total power requirement of a tug + glider in a 6kt
climb is 115 + 14.4 say 13Oh".

The loss between BOhl' and the nominal lS0hp is mainly
due to prQpeller losses. One may argue that different tugs

Today the gliding Movement faces a crisis. As [l leisure
activity, even a deeply loved one, it comes within the class
of non-essential activities, and as such is likely to sustain
more than its share of damage from the current convulsion
in energy politics.

As time goes on we shall have to face the increasing
impact of two factors. First, the rising prosperity of the
last 25 years that has steadily increased the nUmbel1$ of
people with sufficient spare cash to indulge in our rather
expensive hobby is likely to come to a halt, or even reverse.
If the cost of gliding continues to increase or even remains
steady, we shall find that potent-ial members are confined
to a shrinking part of ,the top of the income scale. Many
clubs will be hard put to carry all if memberships dwindle
significantly.

The second problem is the direct effect that the scarcity
and cost of fuel will have on our methods of launching
~liders. The already expensive aerotow looks like going up
by at least 50% in the near future. Winching will, of
.;ourse, remain less costly, but unless one is blessed by a
really large- airfield' and a good soaring day, it isn't a very
.~tisfactory method for the pilot bent on soaring. Bungey
jng is practical at very few sites and anyway is unsuitable
for modern gliders.

At one time I was involved in grappling wjt,h the
economics of an aerotow operation and I was moved to
investigate what happened to the airborne power that we
were purchasing at such cost. This was the result.

The tug we operated was of a nominal IS0hp and towing
a glider of 30: 1 glide angle and an all up weight of 600lbs
at 55kts, a climb rate of about 6kts was achieved.

In free flight the drag force on the glider is
1

- x 600 = 20lbs
30

Horsepower dissipated by the drag in steady flight at 55kts
Drag force x speed in ft/sec 20 x 55 X 1.69

= 3.4hp
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noise problem demands serious attention, but the rudimen
tary silencers on the SF-27M are a very long way from tile
ultimate in what could be achieved.

After doing a great deal of researcb and calculation, I
am more than ever convinced that the easiest. path to
better gliding is the use of mini-motors. To retUFn to the
two stark problems thrown at us by the fuel crisis, gliding,
as it is now practised, seems to be heading only for in
creased problems.

The answer must be either to use no motors at all, on
the ground or in dIe air, which means hang gliding and a
return to the performance standards of the 1920s. Or, if
one must use- a motor, use a small one very efficiently.

It's now nearly two years since I started thinking along
these lines and last spring I decided to start work Oil a
high performance motorgHder project. This is now ap
proaching the end of the design stage. ] wonder if there is
anyone in the Movement who would be interested in con
tributing something, such as engineering knowledge, work
shop facilities or cash, to the project? If so, drop me a line
at The Winnings, Colwall, Malvern, WorcS.

POST WAIKERIE
PARIS
ANN WELCH

The ctvv meeting on March 15 was devoted mainly to
thoughts for the future following the immensely successful
Championships in Australia. On these, Wally Wal'iing,toll,
the Director, reported that they had fortunately made a
much smaller loss than anticipated, and that they hoped t,hat
everyone had enjoyed themselves (most of tile other infor
mation In his report will have been given elsewhere and so
is not repeated here).

The first item about the future was the Finnish proposal
for the Championships to be held at RayskaUi in June t976.
In latitude 60 instead of 35, over a country of lake and
forest instead of semi-desert, and with a thermal day per·
haps 12 hours long, they would be very different from
Waikerie. But with the current fairly standardised tasks,
and to an appreciable extent standardised aircraft, it is wide
differences in the soaring conditions that provides the chal
lenge and the excitement of each new Championships. The
Finns can accept 80 gliders; but there will probably be no
doud flying which, in any case, is considered of little
operational advantage due to the expected high c,loudbase
in June.

The main concern for the future was, however, the revi
sion of the 1971 Sporting Code; with the intention of pro
ducing a rule book which would not only be good for a
further five years, but which would contain, as far as poss
ible, thinking for the next ten. No decisions were taken at
the meeting, because the purpose was to accumulate ideas
and to obtain preferences on a broad scale. During this'
summer a draft of the new Code will be circulated to all
National Aero Clubs, with decisiGll1 taking the object at the
October CIVV meeting.

Revision of the Code becomes necessary not just on
account of wording clarifications or technical modifications
to the rules but mainly as a result of the fast changing tech
nologyand dynamic progress of the sport itself. For example,
we now have a situation where the peJformance in World

Championships is mote or less equal to that of world
records, which are generally accepted to be the ultimate in
current achievement. This situation has arisen because there
is insufficient opportunity in the world recQrd list fOJ the
great flights that are now pOSSible, such as speed around
750 and l000km triangles, or distance around a triangular
course (the biggest 28% triaTlgle flown holding the record).

If such opportunities existed, the pressure to obtain the
Max possible ,performance could move somewhat away from
Championships. It might then be practicable to introduce
some timitation on Open Class aircraft which would help
curb the cost - because new development could continue,
and be paid for, by people wanting to go for world Jecords.
Everyone knows, of course, that Championship pilots will
always want the best and will stiU spend a1l the money they
have to get it, but some alternative to a completely Open
Class - even jf only a restriction on span - might at least
slow down the present costly rate of obsolescence.

Following Vrsac, for instance, the big Cirrus became out
dated in ,terms of winning, with two factories nicely in
production. Following Waikerie, Kestrels suffered the same
fate. Tl1is is an indulgence to progress that cannot be
~fforded if we want future World Championships to attract
a wide and representative entry; and we do want that
because running a Championships carries a big load of
unalterable organisational costs. These have to be largely
balanced by entry fees; so should the number of entrants
diminish, the point will come when either the OI~ganisers

cannot afford to hold the event, or those countries which
are able to enter will have ,to pay a very high fee.

Because it is so important to get the World Champien
ship Class structure right for the future (after 1978), it was
decided at the CIVV meeting to send a questionnaire to
manufacturers and to top pilots to obtain as much factual
information as possible. This questionnaire will shortly be
circulated, with the intention of having the information
ready for the decision-taking C.l:VV meeting in the Autumn.

Although CIVV is mainly concerned, by its terms of
reference, to deal with Championships and records a,t
world level, it is essential that it does not lose touch with
the fact that there are a lot of countries where such per
formances are just not possible for geQgraphical and meteor
ological reasons. Any country can, of course, set up any
local records that it wishes, but national records to FAI
standaI'ds have world wide recognition. At present there
is only a single schedule for both world and national
records, with an additional list of Controlled National
Performances for speed over a straight course for national
attempts only. The l'iuggestion has been made tha,t ,the
CNPs, which are of little interest ,today, should be dis
carded, and a sm 11 number of additional records inserted
in the nationa,1 category only. These might be 200 and
400km triangle speed, and 300 and SOOkm out-and-return
speed. In the World record list there is Cl strong case for
discarding the lOOkm triangle since the performance
achieved is now affected more by such factors as recognition
time interval and high Vue, than by soaring ability.

So all these thoughts and much besides are for considera
tion this summer, We need to think about which way we
want gliding ,to go, what sort of influence on design World
Championships should have, what will be the long term
effect of any changes made, etc and etc. Questionnaires
and drafts will be circulated formally, but any glider pilot
willing and able to devote serious thought to the future
should 110t just leave his considered views or valuable
analyses in the remote come. of his mind: tomorrow
comes all too quickly.
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The 1973 UK Air Traffic Census- A Review

JOHN ELUS, Chairman, Airspace Committee,

AREA 61
AREA 62

AREA A1
AREA A2.
AREA A3

The latest Census was canied out by Software Sciences Ltd
(SSL), on behalf of and in collaboration with the National
Air Traffic Services (NATS), The Civil Aviation AuthoritY
(CAA) and the Ministry of Defence (MoD). It covered
the 14 day period July 16 to 29', 1973 and the results were
publ,isned in early 1974. The following is an attempt, from
a gliding viewpoint, to summarise and comment upon, what
has turned out to be a large and complicated -statistical
document.

To meet the requirements specified by NATS,. com
petitiye tenders to undertake a National Alii Traffic Census
were called for from .selected consultants.. SSL were
awarded the contract on June I, 1974 and immediately
began the printing and preparation for distribution of the
census forms. In addition to despatching census forms lo
all notified owners of British registered aircraft, SSL
required assistance in the task of identifying aB possible
locations from which flying may take place to ensure that
sufficient quantities of forms were on hand to meet any
demand. The small staff of the BGA gave considerable
assistance in this task and undertook delivery of stocks of
forms to the many gliding clubs. The writer would like' to
acknowledge this contribution.

Since, from a civil point of view, participation was
voluntary, the Census does not claim to be a complete
record, however the general impression Is that participa
tion was at least as good as that during the last, 1967,
exercise.

Weathe,r. When reading the statistics, it is important to
bear in mind the weather condi,tions that prevailed.
Inclement weather nowadays has little effect on Public
Transport aviation and ought to have little effect on military
activities. Non-commercial power traffic is affected to a
varying degree as is glider circuit flying. Glider soaring and
cross-country flying is, of ,course, entirely dependent on
reasonably good soaring weather. Summaries of ,the weather
conditions on a daily basis are given by Area. In general,
,there wer,e considerable areas of cloud and rain for the first
ten days. Then there were three days of fine conditions
- including the second' Saturday - followed Oil the last
day (Sunday) by widespread drizzle and low cloud.
1 By Area, into Flight Infonnation Regions:

(a) LONDON SOl1th of a line tl1rough 52.30N:,
subdivided -
East of 0100W
Between 1Wand 5W
West of 5W

(b) PRESTON North of 52.30 to 55N,
Eastef 3W
West of 3W

(c) SCOTTISH North of 55N,
East of 3W AREA C1
West of 3W AREA C2

2 Whether CONTROLLED or UNCONTROLLED -
For Census purposes. defined as follews:

CONTROLLED - AIIai,rcraft receiving Air Traffic
Service whilst within controlled airspace, on advisory
routes, upper routes 'and in cer,tain areas of Scotland.
(Since gliders do not receive an Air Traffic Service,
they do not appear in this section.)
UNCONTROLLED - All aircraft within the
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remamlAg areas, possibly but not necessarily receiv
ing an Air Traffic Service.

3 The final, major differentiations are made betweell
military, civil powered aircraft, helicopters and gliders.
(No further mention of helicopters will Ibe made in this
artiCle apart from stating that they are. fairly active
- particll arly around their bases and training areas.)

The Census is fUlrther divided into sections concerned
with "Total Activity" and "Total Movements". This adds
to the comp.lication, since they are not the same thing.
"Total Act.ivity" deals entirely with ·"Counts" taken at
30min past each hour (H+30). Therefore an aircraft air
borne between H+3I and H+29 would not be counted,
whereas all aircraft airborne, f.or more than an hour,
between H +29 to H + 31 would be counted twice. The
general idea of this appears ,to be to give a picture of recur
ring demands on airspace and to help compa,rison with
previous results.. "Total Movements" is straightforwardly
one "Count" per movement. It is obviously necessary to
include "Total Movements" as otherwise many short dura
tion flights would be missed.

The Statistics. Gliders are divided into Military and CiviL
Categories. A "military" glider is not defined. The Writer
assumes that it means f1igllts carried out within the Air
Training Corps system, but it is just possible that RAFGSA/
ARMY/RN Club gliders are considered ,to be "military"(?).

Total Glider Activity (H+30 Counts) for the 14 day

period are given by Flight Category:
Club Training 3675 Others Civil 744
Club Solo 2228 All Military Categories 2090
Training: Non-Club 20

TOTAL 8757

Total Glider Movements are not divided into Flight
Category but into "En Route" and "Local". (Local being
defined as wjthin 30nm-whidi. would for example exclude
such En Route flying as lOOkm triangles.)

The totals are: En Route 173, Local 35385.
The Census comments: "The Total number of gIlder

flights, 35558, contrasts strongly with the 8757 H+30
Counts ... and indicates the short duration of the great
majority of 10caE glider flights". Average durations were:
En Route - 136min, Local - I4min, "the busy days for
glider flights were the first Sunday and the final Saturday
and Sunday - experiencing better ·weather than the preced
ing weekend - 7799 glider flights in the first weekend and
9559 on the second. The amount of gliding during the week
should not be overlooked however with daily totals rang
ing from 946 to 3617, but of the 35558 glider flights
reported, only 173 were reported leaving the local area".
See writer's previous comments on weather and "Local
Area" definitien. The busiest gliding day was the first Sun
day (July 22, Day 7) when there Were 5758 glider move
ment reports, 45 of which were En Route - 660 of these
movements were between 1.500-1600 (Greenwich).

Comparison shoufd be made with total power move
ments on this busiest day. "Uncontrolled" fixed-wing power
totalled 2599 and "Controlled" J73I. Therefore, on this
particular Sunday. gIlding movements exceeded -all UK
power (fixed-wing) movements, by 1428. This glider



·'peaking" is mentioned as significant at several points in
the Census. Distribution of gliding activity on this day is
much as might be expected. Area A showing the greatest
number followed by Band C in order. Within Area A,
Area A2 (West of London) shows as the most popular by
far.

Of significance is the commen,t that there was an almost
complete absence of military controlled aircraft in the
London FIR on this Sunday and an "insignificant demand"
in the Preston FIR. A similar weekend trend is shown with
respect to military "uncontrolled" traffic. For example,
during ,the first weekend over 2000 reports were receiv,ed
from club aircraft, whilst military reports were less than
200. This point was not unexpected.

Comparison with 1967. Due ,to the different durations and
bases, there obviously must, have b~n difficulties in making
a straight comparison between the 1973 and 1967 results.
Bearing in mind the assumptions made, it woufcl appear that
there has been a "Total Activity" percentage increase of

37.7. The gliding share of that .ncrease is 35.1% - near
enough the same for all practical purposes.

The Census publication incfudes 40 tables and graphs,
plus maps, appendices, etc., so perforce this article has to
leave out much more ,than it indudes. One would like to
discuss, for instance, the bald statement that "16.8% of
H+30 reports from gliders indicated that they were
equipped with R/T, possibly only a receiver". Or the fact
that during the total period H +30 coun,ts were made of
eight gliders "En Route" and 23 "LQCal" above FLIOO.
Or the hourly spread of gliding ac,tivity compared with the
hourly activity of power- - unfortunately there isn't time
or space.

The fut'ure will 'show what Use the Authorities can or
will make of the Document which is primarily a planning
aid.

It remains only to state the fact that the Census remains
the copyright of NATS and that they have: kindly given
permission for publication of this article.

NEWS OF
OLD GLI!DERS

A collection of old gliders beyond the wildest imagina
tion is being amassed by Fritz Olmer and Ktaus Heyn at
Gop,pingen Bezgenried, West Germany.

The types so far include a Wolfmueller glider, Pelzner
Hang glider 1923, Rhon Rossitten GeselIschaft ZOgfing 1926,
RRG Falke, Grunau Baby 2B, Rhonbussard 1934, Rhon
sperber 1935, Hutter 17B, SG-38 1938, Minimoa, Meise
Olympia J940, Kranich 2 J940 and a Goevier.

They also have some interesting remains - the rudder
of Wolf Hirth's Musterle; the instrument panel of the
1935 prototype Minimoa; the instrument panel from Hanna
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i
RRG Falke built by Fred Slingsby. Photo: Klaus Heyn.

Reitsch's Sperber Junior; flart of a Horten 4B, the first
glider to have a laminar flow wing section; the crashed
pieces of Wolf Hirth's Lo-150 No 13 and of BjQrn
Stender's BS-l, gliders in which both pilots were killed.

The RRG Falke should be of special interest to British
visitors as it is the last example of the first glider built by
Fred Slingsby, the Falcon 1, type 1, 1935. It was found
rotting in a chalet on a mountain top near Lucerne and has
now been restored to its original condition.

Klatls Heyn wants to swap an airworthy 1952 Hiitter
17B for an H-17A, which need not be airworthy. As far
as is known, most glider types in the museum can',t be
flown, but Fritz Ulmer has been restoring a colfection of
old aeroplanes, such as Ernst Udet's Klemm 25 from the
firm The White Hell of Pitt. Palu, to an airworthy con
dition.

The museum also has 14 scale models of gliders flown
between 1920-1935 and thousandS of photographs.

Anyone wandng to see the colledion should write in
English or German to Dipl. Ing Klaus Heyn, 7332
Eisllngen/Fils, KHngenstrasse n, West Germany.

Another Museum
Great efforts are being made to collect pre-war gliders,

I"hot'ographs and documents for a new ml1seum on the
Wasserkuppe to c,ommernorate early g,liding on this site.
Already they naVel a Se-3B, Hutter 17A, Grunau Baby
2B and 3, Kranich 2 and 3, Condor 4, K-3, Rorten 3,
Meise Olympia and a Rhonsperber, but more interesting
historical types are needed. Mos,t of the gIiders are to be
made airworthy.

The organiser of the museum is Helmut Dette, 2306
Schonberg, Kreis PIon, Ferienzentrurn Holm, West Ger
many, and photographs and documents are being collected
by Karl Vey, Archivar des D Aee, 6078 Ne\l-Isenburg,
Waldstrasse 43, West Germany.

Vintage Enthusiasm Spread~ng

The Vintage Glide. Movement has started in the USA
where the Baby Bowlus, Super Albatross and three
examples (one 50% damaged) of the legendary Bowlus
Depont 60ft span sailplane of 1930, still exist. There are
efforts to get more Baby Bowlus and Super Albatross types
in the air to join the GoevIer flown by a Dutch member.
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By
A.E.SLATER

THE appearance of two recent books on kites is a
reminder that kites must have been the earliest aircraft
to discover thermals-Iong before tnat word was in
vented. Personally, I only began flying kites in 1922 (years
after attaining adulthood), but almost immediMely
started getting them into thermals, and began learning
things about these as yet unnamed phenomena.

Yet, if you go through the literature of kite-flying, you
will rarely ,find mention of kites getting into upcurrents.
and nothing at all of the characteristics of these currents
as shown by the behaviour of kites. One book, for in
stance, said that experienced kite flyers found their kites
flew best over particular spots on the landscape, but it
did not occur to the author that these might be good
upcurrent sources, let alone why.

Astounding H:elght

Two books· set me fiying kites. One, "Sounding the
Ocean of the Air", by A. Laurence Rotch, published in
1900 by ';rhe Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge
(price one shilling seoonclhand), described how Rotch, at
Blue Hill Observatory, Massachusetts, sent up large box
kites with meteorological recording instruments, some
times in trains one above the other, and flew them to a
maximum height of 12070ft asl, using piano wire. He
must often have got them into thermals, as he discovered
that relative humidity increases with heigbt up to 100%
at the bases of cumulus clouds.

Tbe other book, "Parakites", by G. T. Wogram, pub
tshed in New York by putnam's in 1896 descr,ibed how
the author sent up· ki tes to photograph New York from
the air, and gave a lot of other information. He l:Ised
"Eddy" type kites, a design which I adopted, as it is a
monoplane kite which needs no tail.
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The crosspiece of an Eddy kite is the same length as
the vertical backbone, and crosses the latter at 18% of
its length from the top. The surface below the crosspiece
is somewhat loose, to give a dihedml angle, and each
end of the crosspiece is bent back to an extent .equal to
one-tenth of its length, and is kept bent by a cord joining
its ends, behind the kite-giving another dihedral effect.
The length of the bridle, which is attached at the crossing
point and at the tail end, is' equal to the fength of the kite.

I used two 4f,t canes, but this had the disadvantage
that, in a temporary squall, the wind would bend back the
thinner end of the cane crosspiece more than the thi.ck
end, and the kite would perform a sideways loop, The
trouble could be mitigated by shaving the thick end, but
by how much?

Colourful Exercise

For the surface I used th:: paper in which my laundry
came, coloured in a variety of greens, browns and yellows
(ie the paper), so that, when the surt shone. a train of
five kites looked like a pretty collection of autumn leaves.
The comefS of each surface could be hooked ,to its cor
responding kite frame with the sort of hooks and ey,es
then used for ladies' dresses (are they still?). So ,the wlllote
lot could be wrapped up a!1d carried on the crossbar of
a bicycle from my Chelsea lodging to Richmond Park,
there to be rigged.

Of the two recent books mentioned, Clive Hares
"Your Book of Kites", published by Faoer & Faber
(second edition, 1970), is by the author of tbe his,torical
book on kites reviewed in S&G for Oct·Nov, 1967, p416.
He describes a variety of kites in this later book, telling
how to make and fly them. In a chapter on meteoro
logical research by kites, and their use for lifti.ng radio
aerials, he advises: "Never fly an aerial in stormy weather
or when there are cumulus clouds about." (Does he mean
cumuhmimbus?) As to the new frameless kites, kept in
shape by air pressure, he says that "the very fine JalOOrt
Parafoil has been used recently by meteorologists for the
inve,stigation of atmospheric conditions above mountain
,tops"-but what atmospheriG conditions? Hart gives a
height record of six miles, reached by a train of eight
kites at Lindenberg, Germany, on August 1, 1919.

The other recent book, l-Iarold Ridgway'fi "Kite Mak·
ing and Flying" (Mayflower Books, London), gives de
tailed i.nstructions for making many kinds of kites, and
among them is a "GEder Kite", with a wing of 2ft 6in
span and tail of 1ft 31n, joined by a ,triangular area repre
senting the fuselage, with its apex touching the tail. But
the author suggests filling in the rest of the space between
wing and tail with transparent polythene to give the kite
more "buoyancy and lift". What about adopting ,this tip
for your own glider?

Fitful Wind

Mr Ridgway knows that air rises over ploughed fields,
moorland and groups of buildings, and sinks over water,
marsh or meadow, but this reads like G~concfhand know
ledge sit1ce, in mentioning that the wind can be fitful,
he has, evidently not discovered for himself tbat this
uSl.la'1ly means there are thermals about.

This fitful wind condition, I £ound, is the most excit-
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ing in which to fly a Idte, though I did not realise it was
due to thermals. A sudden increase of wind shows. that a
down-current has brought down the momentum of the
faster-moving air above. This gust is short-lived, so, to
get your kite up, you most puU it in from some distance
away (where you have propped it up) as soon as you
hear a rustling in the tree-tops, before the gust has
reached the ground.

You must get the kite up to a height where there is
sufficient wind to keep it flying after the gust. has died
down. The arrivali of a gust 1neans that a thermal has
just gone by (I didn't know this in my kite-Bying days);
so the kite must stay up till the next thermal arrives, or
you won't catch it.

On a day like ,this, I got a kite so high over WalsaU,
from my home a mile fr:om the town .centre, that it was
almost invisible as a mere dot; then, it fell out of the
thermal so precipitately that I could not reel in the string
fast enough and had to pull it in arm over arm to pre
vent it faOingacross the main road and perhaps causing
a traffic accident

In Richmond Park I soon learned that thermals only
last five or ten minutes at a particular level. Sometimes
the kites would come vertically downwards on falling out
of a thermal; presumably the wind was slowed down by
the pull of another approaching thermal.

Once there was alternately an easterly wind which
lifted the kite high and then a southerly Wihd letting it
nearly down to the grownd, each whole cycle taking about
half an hour. The wind usually veers with height,
especially if it has an easterly component; was it this
veered wind that came down to earth between thermals?

As to f0tating thermals: once, when I had a train of
five kites, one above the other each fiying from the point

where the canes crossed on the kite below. the bottom
kite started a sideways loop. When it was nearly a quarter
of the way round, the next one started a loop, .and so
on, until the top one started it~ loop just as the bottom
one was finishing its. Each kite made only one loop. and
Ithey moved round clockwise as seen from below. which
is anti-clockwise as seen from above-ie, cyclonic. as it
should be.

A final few words about Wogram's book, which I got
out of the Cambridge University Library and have now
done So again after 49 years. He knew there are up and
down currents, but, for aU his k,j,te-flying experience.
hadn't the least idea of their size, duration or likely
location.

And wby Piuakites? Because Webster's Dictionary
says a kite is:. "A light frame of wood covered with
paper, for fiying in the air, for the amusement of boys";
and Wogram didn'lt want to be confused with them. But
who cares? Many gliding pioneers tried out their
machines at dawn, where there was nobody around to
sneer at them for being childish. A lot of the general
public stm ,think it childish to.. want to fiy without an
engine when it's so much easier to fly with one.

CAN ANYONE BEAT THIS'?
Could Alasdair Raffan of the Highland Gliding Club be
the youngest pilot in Gt Britain to get his Gold height?
He was 161 when he qualified for this leg on January 26,
1974, baving reached Silver C height earlier in the month.

Afasdair is one of the .elite-he went solo on his 16th
birthday.

Thinking of getting a PPL?

UJmOWli1ua []J~[rnIT

~rnrn~~~

by S .. E. T. Taylor& H. A. Parmar

"Tt1is book is directed to the student pilot
who is hoping to get his :PPL, and it contains
more or less everything he will be required to
know. It is a mine of information 8tld is
presented in a most readable way."

Sailplane & Gliding

"We would recommend every priilate pilot
to read, this book." Pilot Magazine

Contents: 1 Maps and charts; 2 direction and
speed; 3 Ttle navigation computer; 4 A spot
of naviga,tion; 5 Magnetism and compasses;
6 Meteorology; 7 Aerad charts; 8 AViation
law; 9 Principles of flight; 10 The power
plant; 11 Aircraft loading/Fire hazard;
12 Playing' it safe; 13 'Getting the PPl from
scratch.

Cfothbound, 192 pages £3.00 net (£3.13 pp)

T. & A. D. POYSER LTD
281 High Street, Berkhamsted, Herts.
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Some Practical Aspects of
Straight-Flight Performance Measurement

l. P. MOO RE

However utilitarian our operational requirement may
be when the time comes to purchase a new glider. we
at least want to know what our chances are likely to be
of staying airborne on those only too frequent feeble lift
condj,tions before we make Our selection. And hence it
matters much to us that we are preselilted with valid
claims for performance. before we invest.

P'focedUi'e and conditions. The normal procedure for
measurement of straight-flight performance is to select a
well-finished glider of the type in question from the pm·
duction line. calibrate its static head and instruments
with the maximum precision. load it to maximum all-up
weight and equip it with a flight recorder which accurately
measures and records height and speed, simultaneously
at close time intervals. over a series of short straight
glides at constant 'airspeed. The flight recorder is cali
brated before and after flight and its readings are usually
analysed by computer.

In theory, scatter of individual readings astride their
true mean, is taken care of by averaging. Nonetheless
smooth air is an essential condition for-obtaining the re
quisite minimum consistency. Consequently calibration
flights are usually made around dawn or dusk or in sun
less anti-cyclonic conditions. in order to minimise vertical
convection from solar heaHng. Nonetheless, at least about
ten series fwm ten different sorties in such conditions are
r:equired before results can be accepted. As the right
atmospheric conditions occur so infrequently over the
British Isles, valid calibration is a long, slow and expen
sive process: the ,temptation to take a chance on marginal
days is almost irresistible.

Notwithstanding, flight recorder calibrations are being
accepted almost universally and almost without question.

Fallibllity. The faBibility of the flight recorder method.
as I see it. is that it can neither measure nor Qtherwise
allow for a general continuous rise or subsidence of the
air mass as a whole. Even jf this amounts to only a few
centimetres per second, it is enough to transfer the
apparent performance into an altogether different cate
gory from the true one.

But the anticyclone itself usuaUy denotes a general
subsidence. as does the aftermath of the passage of a
cold front or an occlusion. with its enticing, dear stable
air lying over a soaking wet countryside.

Nor (;an tneeffect of waves be certainly averaged out.
Those bea'llti,ful near-cloudless dawns and dusks. wi,th
the wind soek limp on its pole, nearly always belie the
upper wind conditions. Their wind gradients, combined
with their customary stability and higher humidity, are
just the right conditions for wave, so that the very days
and times normaUychosen for calibration flights are
those likely to provide both wave and subsidence.

If one could be sure that Over any run or series of
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them at any one sp~ed. the glider would pass through as
many wave "ups" as "downs" and that the amplitude
of all waves encountered in a series of them would be
constant, the assumption that the averaging, device would
eliminate at least wave error by this cause. could be
accepted: but one cannot be Sure. Two minutes flying into
wind, through a series of waves, angled to the wind direc·
,tion. could easity confine the run within the rising or
sinking part of a wave. or within a greater number of
one than the other .n a series. without the pilot ever
knowing it. Waves strong enough to invalidate the read·
ings can occur right down to the lowest practical opera
tional levels, the risk diminishing with lowering altitude.

Control drag. A further fallibility of the Right recorder
method is its inability to measure what I would term
"control drag". What with gusts and glider stability
phugoids.the best of pilots is lilcety' to be constantly
'trimming controls to check or correct. Whereas the flight
recorder faithfully records the resultant random varia
tions of airspeed. it does, not meal>ure the drag effect of
each control surface deflection and these increments can
add to a substantial effect upon rate of sink, depending
upon control design characteristics and pilot ability.
Even a low level of gustiness cannot be accepted.

Bias. Taking aU the factors into account, it appears
that the flight recorder as normally employed. will almost
inevitably include some bias towards an over-reading of
rate of sink and a spoiling of glide angle at all airspeeds,
especiaUy those at which the higher altitude runs have
been made. It is indeed possible thalt this may account to
some extent for the distinct pessimism of perfotmance
fignres by this method, compared with those from design
calculations.

A smooth curve with very little scatter by this method
may look very convincing but is by no means a criterion
of validity. Nor does the mystique of the computer
improve the result.

Operational level. It does appear that valid straight
flight performance figures may on~y be possible provided
that every run is made at very low level. in stable air
above the sea or extensive plains, preferably with altitude
be:ng measured at the start and finish of the run by means
of ground survey. Tedious and expensive as this would
be. once one well-proved sailplane type (such as K-6E)
had been so calibrated, it would be relatively easy and
inexpensive to derive the performance of other types by
"pair flying" them against this dahjm sailplane. provided
that a certain procedure. as follows,. be adopted.

Most pilots appraise stra~ght-mght performance of a
new type In more general comparative terms against one
or more leading wen-known types, so that pair flying
against them tends to provide more relevant results than
do absolute figures.



In pair flying. the glider to be calibrated flies in forma
tion with a datum glider of a well-established type
which bas been calibrated with the utmost care over an
extensive flight programme. The datum glider flies a
straight steady ,course at constant airspeed. fQr a duration
of at least two minutes, in very stable atmospheric con
ditions. The fol1ower takes loose formation static)ll on the
datum glider. commencing the run both at the same
height and measuring the vertical separation (eg visually
in terms of wing span) at the end of the run. Thus a clear
far·distant horizon is essenHal. A series of such runs is
flown, each at a different selected airspeed. until the
entire operational speed range has been adequately
covered.

This sounds simple but isn't and requires special care.
However good the foUower's flying ability. he wiU in
evitably have to trim his station keeping born time to
time and will almost invariably ,tend to fly with some
hold-off away from the leader. especially if flying line
abreast. If there is any gusting whatever. he will be quite
busy with controls and each deflection wil1 produce an
increment of drag, progressively increasing his measured

!>ink over the run. Thus the follower will almost invari
ably be accorded a greater rate of sink than is valid for
his glider at the speed of the run.

It is therefore essentiat that each run be repeated with
the two gliders in opposite station and that only the mean
of each pair of results be accepted as the valid one. And
it is equally essential thM all pair fiying calibration be
flown in absolutely smooth air.

As a further check it is also advisable to fly each
glider so calibrated against each other. again changing
station. In patr flying, both gliders ate of course flying
in the same general air mass. so that wave and subsidence
effect (but not convection gusts) are the same for both
gliders and so cancel out. Both pilots need to be experi
enced in formation flying and of equal competence, and
both gliders should be loaded tatheir maximum adver
tised all-up-weight.

Having spent so much time and money on calibrating
our glider. we are now reminded how irrelevant straight
flight perfonnance can be. in itself. to the true competi
tive value of our treasured acquisition: but that is a
subject in itself.

Never on Sunday (or Saturday)
PATRICK LADD looks back to hIs second and fast experience of hang gliding.

My attention has been drawn to the fact that the
National Heahh Service. particularly the rescue and
succour section. does not operate at their most efficient
level at weekends. In fact I am sure tbat there is a case.
for banning all sports more dangerous than chess
between Friday night and Monday morning. But let me
begin at the beginning.

The Rogallo bug bit me early after reading pieces in
Soaring and my desire to have a: go was sharpened by
watching two disgustingly fit young men leaping non
chalantly into the air from the Marloorough Downs. A
disillusioned syndicate with wife trouble offered me a
secondhand Rogallo. I bought it. With autumn evenings
drawing in and weekends being the only practice tin1e
available, it was, just not possible to wait for Justin Wills'
perfect IOkt wind exactly on as: I slope with no fence
at the bottom etc. (In any case it is well known that any
one calted Wills is born with feathers instead of skin like
the rest of us.)

The first sorties to learn to control the flapping
monster were pure Musie Hall. Running with each leg
lashed separately to opposite ends of a wooden seat.
balancing nearly 50lbs of aluminium scaffolding above
the head, produced a fair imitation of a lunatic pregnant
duck wrestling with a recalcitrant shop window awning.
The effect on bystanders was to reduce them to heaving
gasping hulks unable to draw breath for paroxysms of
laughter. The effect on the would be pilot was near
thrombosis. These exercises eventually produced a flight
of about 20yds. closely followed by Wills' acddent 3b.

(see 8&0. DecjJan pp477. 478) and two days limping
with the aid of a stick.

Undaunted, last weekend. in a southerly wind which
was still too light, we sallied forth once more. I shOuld
have known that a dance the night before until 4am was
not the ideal training for any sod of fiying. let alone' this.
but the combination of slope. wind. sunshine and time
off occur too infrequently to let opportunities pass. At
3.45pm I stood rigged. poised(?) and ready. I ran down
the hill. The wing, filled. and I felt myself go light. I
tucked my feet up. That was the first mistake. The
RogalIo now carried my full weight and settled towards
the earth. and as I trapped my left foot under the
descending seat I heard the bone break. At 3.47pm I
was gazing ruefully at a knee which pointed at the
meridian, and a foot which pointed at the horizon.

The venue for this little elicapade. I should explain.
was a steep bowl. about a mile and a half ffOm the road.
,and separated from it by steep ploughed fields. After dis
entangling me from the harness. my collabora'tors
decided to carry me to the car. We made 25yds before
they collapsed. exhausted. One then went to dial 999
from the Jocal town about two miles away. while the
other derigged the wing and wrapped me in the sail. It
was at this point that things began to go wrong. The
999 call got through to Dorchester Control who. with
super efficiency. despatched aid. It was unfertunate
tht in their speedy response Control had rung off before
i.t could be explained that (a) I am heavy; (b) I was over
a mile from the road; (c) the fields were soft and impas-
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ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS COVER FOR

GLIDER PILOTS AT NO LOADING

MOWBRAY VALE
INSURANCE BROKERS

LET US QUOl'E FOR YOUR GLIDER - TUG ..

CLUB FLEET - CLUBHOUSE - HANGAR OR

ANYTHING ELSE THAT IS INSURABLE.

sable to anything but a tractor or a Range Rover and (d)
the whole area sloped about 40°.

Ev.entually, and with considerable relief, I saw the
ambulance arrive. Unfortunately the crew consisted of a
very nice motherly woman who asked if my foot hurt,
and a driver who explained that he had a bad back and
could not lift very wel'!. They were both pretty puffed
anyway because they had carried the empty stretcher an
the way from the road. With my two buddies, there were
now four more or less able-bodied people dedicated to
tettinq; IT.e out. Between them thev got IT. e another 50yds.

"What we need is more help", said ,the ambulance
driver and suggested he could easily summon the fire
brigade or helicopter over the radio in the ambulance.
Thinking I might end up with a bill for a helieopter, I,
said that the firemen would probably be very strong.

"I have some pain killing gas we give to women in
labour" sa;id the nice lady "would you like some? You
would? It's in the ambuhnce". Despatch of small boy
acrosS fields to fetch cylinder.

Now before I became ;involved in this gliding lark I
used to skin dive, and I learned about breathing appa
ratus. The person who set that demand valve must have
lungs like King Kong. With a very determined effort it
was just possible to extract some gas from the cylinder,
and by this time unconsciousness w,as a consummation
devoutly to be wished. and I did try, honest. HoweYer.
I was still very much aware of my surroundings. to say
nothing of my leg, when an amber flashing light raced up
the hill and stopped.

•••

I felt a little cheated that there were no fire bells.
klaxons, turn tables" jumping shee,ts and things. but the
enthusiasm with which the firemen leapt from their jeep
and came pounding across the field, their boots throwing
up great clods of soil, their fluorescent waistcoats flap
ping in the wind, and the perspiration running doWn
their faces from underneath their helmets. made a proud
sight I never did quite understand why they insisted on
wearing their helmets. We then started on ,the great trek.
When our cavalcade finally reached the road it was
almost dark and the blue ambulance light, plus the
amber fire brigade light, plus the car lights of those who
had parked to see ,the show, lit the scene.

"Where's the wreckage?". "Is he dead?" "Was i,t COn
eorde". How many were in it?" Cor ! ! ! Oh no. I can
see the headlines. "Glider pilot runs out of wind.
R,escued by fire brigade." I knew what my club would
make of that.

I was then stuffed into the ambulance and driven off
to hospital. I'H bet you didn't know that ambulances are
built with no springs and with solid tyres. More than
3-hrs had now passed since the accident and my leg was
emerging from the numb stage with a vengeanre. My
entire being was now centred on 1rying to coax as much
of the pain killing gas out of the cylinder into my system
in as short a time as possible. At this point the demand
valve stuck. Open.

"I think this is broken" I said to the nice lady. "So
it is" she 'agreed. breathing from it deeply and going
slightly cfOsseyed. "We will put it on the floor, out of
the way" and she did. There it remained pouring sleep·
ing gas into her, me, and the driver.

That is really tbe end. Except that lthe nurse in the
hospital wanted ,to bandage my ankle and instructed me
to "come back on Monday because we are 8! bit short
:;taffed at weekends." A slight argument prodtIced an
X ray which showed that there was "only 8! smaU crack
in the fibula" A further disagreement, during which I
pointed out that I could feel-the ends of the banes graun·
ching together, reluctantly produced a real dootor who
said "We had better put you out and see how far we can
beRd that ankle" They did. As a result here I am in
plaster from toe te knee and likely to remain so for
weeks.

But I have a long holiday so()n, and I reckon that if
I replace the seat with a parachute harness J could.
But perhaps not actually during the holiday.

BEST RATESSUPERIOR COVER.

REPRESENTED AT LLOYDS, ALL LEADING

COMPAN,IES

RING CAROL TAYLOR AT

THIRSK 23018

(:Northallerton 3586 24 hour answering service)

or write to:

48a Market Place, Thirsk, Yorkshire.

NB. Any glider pilot wanting to experiment is no doubt
fully awa(;elhat hang gliding mustn't take place froin
BGA sites. The official BGA policy is not to exercise
any control over this sport, but rather to encourage its
growth under its own organisation.

And you may have better luck than the writer. But
first 'take a wat'l1ing from the USA where they seem to
have an obsession for leaping from cliffs, despite ,the
grim results. Quite recently two young men were killed
within four days after take-oHs from a canyon ledge,
the second jumping 1400ft and plunging to the ground.

Stick to a grassy slope and about the worst that will
happen is ... well back to Patrick.
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Crossing the Alps

Extracts from an article written by JOCHEN VON KALCK
HEUTH, the author of Segeln Ober den Alpen. a fascinating
'book on alpine gliding. Jochen, who started distance flying
in the Alps in 1,962, holds the 1973 alpine tr:ia ngle record of
755km, the German National, out-and-return record with
780km and has made the longest alpine flight ,of 860km in
his Kestrel 17. He has many other notable flights to his credit,
as well as three Diamonds, and by the end of the last soaring
season totall'ed around 2900 gliding hours with 72000km
flown in the Alps. PI:ans for the near future include the 850km
uiangleand the elusive 1OOOkm out-and-return.

Glider pilots have been attracted to the idea of crossing
the Alps ever since ridge rift and thennals were experi
enced in the 1920s. The firs't attempts were by young
Swiss enthusiasts at the Rigi and by Robert Kronfeld who
flew from the steep mountains near Vienna. although
these were mainly long glides towards flat country.

Then in 1931 Guenther Groenhoff of Frankfurt flew
25k.rn to the famous Jungfrau glacier, having lost part
.t>f his tail white sliding ,through an ice barrier. A little
later he made what was to be regarded as the first alpine
distance flight when he flew towards the mountain bor
der, gained height in thermals and landed at Bern
Belpmoos airfield 53km away.

Four years later a group of pilots from several coun
tries met again at the Jungfrau glacier for the first alpine
competiti()J1. It was after this meeting that it was decided
to begin future alpine flights at the usual towing height
from the mountain border or in one of the numerous
valleys. instead of high up in the mountains.

There is a long and exciting history of improved
flights, competitions and always the ,continual gathering
of knowledge which has led to spectacular distances being
covered over the most formidable terrain. There have
also been: the tragedies,

But since 1954 young Austrian pilots such as Resell,
Wodl and Fritz began to develop alpine gliding tech
niques still further' and were the first to gain their
Diamonds in the Alps. Now pilots everywhere were
becoming aware that these mountains didn't present an
obstacle, but mther offered the finest gliding conditions
imaginable with rich sources of lift along ,and over the
wide mountain slopes.
·Greater Distances

The triangle and out-aod-return became' the main tasks
and soon records were being set at far more than 500km.
The existing and the new gliding sites. around the alpine
"rectangle" between Vienna and Geneva have encour
aged distance flying and once the glass-fibre gliders were
introduced around 1966 to the violent alpine thermals.
the distanoes possible rapidly increased.

Fresh techniques were needed to handle the fast but
aerodynamically sensitive laminar airfoils in the street::;
of lift along the mountain slopes, but once developed,
triangles and out-and-return flights of mOre than 600km
at an average speed of between 90 and 100km/h became
a reality. The alpine records (also European) are a 810km
out-and-return and a 755km triangle. both flights from
eastern Styria.

Now that the gliding possibilities of all the many
different mountain regions are known, the wide alpine
rectangl~ (approx 800 X 170km) was recently divided into
four operational areas by the writer. The borders arc
set according to the various climat:c conditions, ie
effects of the weather and landscape combined. This has
meant better flight-planning to take advantage of the
different conditions with a given high pressure zone.

It became clear that to improve on long distance flights
it would mean a detailed and exact knowledge of alpine
weather phen(')mena and of regional climatic differences.
It was vital to know the flying conditions offered by a
large variety of mountain zones, divided up by the types
of rock. vegetation, water-holding properties, steepness,
altitude. sun-aspect and location near flat areas.

Thanks to a flow of observations from pilots through
articles, flight-analyses and semi.nars, there is a mass of
information on aH aspects of alpine distance flying.

All dlis knowledge has made it possible to predict, with
only a s~ight margin of .error, the ultimate limits of dis
tances which will be reached within the alpine rectangle
in today's gliders. Free distance and goal flights between
Vienna and Geneva can easily reach the 800km mark. so
allowing for a substantial increase of National records for
the alpine countries as well as for those of guest pilots.
Triangle flights of 850km wilt also be possible.

The best sites for such attempts arc in eastern Styria
as the return leg is considerably easier in the afternoon,
down sun and into the lower regions. The same holds
true for out-alild-re urn flights. With more than ten hours
of thermal activity available during June and July, an
average of 92km/h and a final glide of around 40km.
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the l000km will undoubtedly be ftown soon on the course
between Semmering Pass .and Gotthard Pass i.n central
Switzerland. -

lochen, whQ missed a 920km Of,it-and-return two years
ago by just 6()km when making the longest alpine flight
so far, obviously knows more than anyone how near
they are to the lOOOkm.

He writes that ideal conditions are found on about
75% of the days during the early SlImmer period. with
5-Tkt headwind on the outbound teg and 50% blue
thermats. And if the JOOOkm is achieved. he points out
that it will be the first time in the world the magic four
numbers were reached without the least help of wind
either on the ridge or from behlnd.

To give some idea of the planning and technique in
volved in an alpine distance flight, lochen goes On to tell
us about his 755km triangle on May 13, 1973. After his
success a year earlier with a 639km triangle in a Kestrel
17 at an average speed of 93km / h, it was logical to try
and add another JOOkm to the task.

Instead of launching .again from Aigen/Ennsta~ in
the middle of Styria, this attempt was from Turnau. a
site at 800m another 90km to tbe east, which meant that
practically the entire alpine rectangle was ahead. This is
so close to the main barrier (Hauptkamm), the pilot can
either go to the southern or the northern part of the
Alps, depending on the most favourab1e weather condi
tions. Given the right kind of air mass, thermal activity
starts fmm 08.00..

DQtailed Planning
Part of the preparation for the flight was to make a

timeplan based on the predicted distances travelled during
each hour along the various parts of the course. This
char't enables the pilot to know at any stage of the flight
whether it would be better to return home for a try (In
another day. Also. by sub-dividing the route into dis
tances per hour lit makes it easier to assess the speed
according to the thermal. overall weather and orographic
conditions. The timepian is of particular importance for
flights above the 600km mark as it may well prevent
landing out and allows the pilot to control his position
against the time dock.

The flight before the record breaking flight. pressure
rose over the entire eastern Alps. Jochen was on the field
at 06.45 the next morning, watching closely for weather
signs. Soon after 08.30 wispy curtain clouds over nearby
mountains signalled that thermal activity was starting
and ten' minutes later he was aerotowed to lOOOm
(3284fJ) oVer the site. He takes up the account again.

My Kestrel 17 carried a wimgload of 36kg/m2
• which

had proved to be the most suitable for long d'istances
during many fli~hts, putting the mark for best glide on
l09km/h while still allowing Itight turns with Min sink
at 92km/h, and approaching the slopes with sufficient
control.

Tbe first leg followed the broad mountain shoulders
along Gleinalpe. Stubalpe. Packalpe and Saualpe. There
was a rather early cu deve1Glpment from 09.00 onwards
and with cloudbase at 2200 to 2600m and lift between
2-3m!sec. sometimes even 4. progress was rapid. But
having crossed the Drau river near Spittal. the eu dried
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away and the lift was reduced to 1-2m/sec, so I continued
with more attention and less speed. In the first hour I
made l00km, and 90km in the second.

I crossed the Gait river near the Gartnerkofel mOUn
tain at 10.59 and the southern sky ahead was completely
blue with light haze showing in the lower ~ayers. This
was the critical point. To get higher would mean turning
at Carnia. still 25km south. and be able to retllffl towards
the higher mountains where the first dry thermals. indi.
cated by the little flags of white haze. -were starting to
develop.

Ahead of Timeplan
And H worked well. With 3·4m/sec coming from the

steep southern slope,of Gartnerkofel, the Kestrel climbed
to 1700m, the photograph was taken and the first leg
of 213.5km was completed at an average speed of 92km/h
-an unexpected advantage being that I was 25 minutes
ahead of the timeplan.

Healthy lift brought a working altitude of 2700 to
again allow for a fast glide ahead following a line of
mountain crests towards the west with the airspeed vary
ing between 100 and 105km/h. r again crossed the river
Drau and spotted good lift over the northern flank of the
broad valley which meant I could "dolphin" right into
the blue. .

At 12.44 the main barrier was crossed 2km east of
the Brenner Pass. I could see about 120km in each direc
tion over the rich snow-covered central Alps and there
wasn't a single cloud. only the unbelievably strong reflec
tion of sunlight. It was liiterally like gliding through white
fire.

Some 15 minutes later thermals near Series and Kal
kogel proved to b~ weak so I reduced the wingload to
33kg/m2

• I crossed the Inn valley 5km west of Innsbruck
at 13,05, found a 1-2m/sec thermal over the Solstein
mountain, but left it at 2300m as i.t was too weak for
rapid progress. However, flying towards the huge wall
of the Wettersteim Alps r suddenly and unexpectedly
found a dry therma~ over the lower hills cClvered in thick
forests. This took me up to 2500m and then I n0ticed
good cu over the Garmisch area and the nearby Ammer
mountains dose. to the border of the Alps.

The turning point. Linderhof Castle in Germany, was
rea~hed at 13.39, which meant the average speed for the
second leg (213.5km) was 86.4km/h and the advantage

D. G. C.
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over my timeplan rose to a cOr.J:'ortable 40 m;nutes. There
was another st~ong thermal back over Garmisch which
took me up to 2900. Although some 320km still lay
ahead. I became sure that this day was a lucky 13.

Towards Mittenwald. directly on route. I climbed
to 31OOm. the highest so far. This respectable altitude
allowed me to cross the snow~vered Karwel1del Alps
without having to circle round Innsbruck. During the 15
minutes glide I at last had time to relax and enjoy the
dreamy scenery with Cl hundred white peaks dotted on
the horizon.

Having reached the upper Pinzgau area. small shiny cu
with their base around 3000m, presented themselv,es like
a string of pearls right along this famous gliding region
and to ,the east towards Zell am See and Radstadt. The
Kestrel ·travelled fast over Zell, found the best lift (')f the
day and continued on over the Hochgolling peak. I
decided to cross the main barrier to the south because
the air ahead became more hazy ,and the cu ha,d died
off-something we have often exper,ienced in the region
of this broad Liezen valley.

There was good lift again near Lessach, although the
NW wind produced some hindering lee effects in the lower
layers. But the Eft finally went to 3-4m/sec under a huge
and clealf1y outlined cu with its base at 3600m, the highest
point of the entire flight

It was now 16.00hrs with 115km stHI to go. At the most
only 15 circles were needed to cover 70km and I initiated
the final glide at awund 45km from Turnau wid\ a height
of 1800m over the field-just to make sure. Arriving at

17.04. it meant an avera:;:l speed for the third leg (328km)
of 96km/h, bringin3 the total average speed with
8hrs 14mln flyinG, to 92km/h for the 7S5km and
98.4km/h for the 810km I actually covered.

This showed an advantage over the timeplan of more
than one hour, which means that when I plan another
triangle I r.Jay again.increase the distance by some lookm.

A final word to all pilots who would like to come and
glide in the Alps. Some feel it wouldn't be wor,thwhile
for them unless they had many hours of l!.lpine practice
and perhaps years of cross-country experience. This isn't
necessarily the case, as a young Belgian pilot proved by
gaining all three Diamonds in his K-6 in just one week.
Later he told the press that he had prepare61 himself with
the help of my book, carefully developing his flight and
timeplans etc at home.

With sound gliding experience and distance flying ,in
p:uticular (200hrs minimum), as well as good practice in
the glider one brings to the Alps (20hrs and spot-landings).
every pilot may attempt distance flights.

Seven hours of alpine gliding is fun and with a Standard
glass-fihre glider it can mean flights of more than 600km.
The Open Class machine will take you to more than
700km. perhaps even 800km, in 8 to 9hrs.

It is important to plan well at home. study the maps,
mark all the important details and practice spot-landings
on your home site. It will all lead you to the finest of
gliding - crossiijg the Alps.
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The Alps photographed by Joc~

the cockpit of his Kestrel on
those long distance fligh'

Top left, near Zell am' See: top centre, approaching Grossrenediger: right.
wall of the Matterhorn: bottom. towards the Dachstein mountain ptJl
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What Can Go Wrong With a Simple Retrieve?
- -

SUE CARB (Crusaders Gliding Club, Cyprus)

When the Nuffield Trust and Near East Air Force ,presented
the Crusaders Gliding Olub with a brand new Blanik, little
did we think of the problems we would encounter in getting
it the 2000 odd miles from Czechoslovakia to Cyprus. It was
decided that the easiest and most economical way was to
collect ir.

What we bad forgotten was tbat apart from Nicosia Air
Traffic Control, very few people in Cyprus knew what a
glidet was, let alone a trailer. The first was overcome by
carrying a picture of a glider (with a pilot inside, to prove it
wasn't a model), the second was impossible, except for
actually driving the trailer around.

This is presumably why my insurance company threw up
their hands in horror and refused to run ;the risk {)f me
"charging across half of Europe, towing a 35ft trailer with
a l300cc car on the wrong side of the road." Well, I suppose
to the uninitiated it does sound impossible, but they were
quite prepar.ed to let me charge round half of Europe towing
a ,caravan.

Cheaper By Trailer

The ferry proved the next problem. Nine metres is the
maximum, length allowed - fortunately no' one had a tape
measure and as in this part of the world the charges are
dependent on weight, the trailer cost less than a car. We
decided it was far too difficult to explain that it would weigh
some 80mbs more on the return journey.

Eventually our tri·service team of Gus Paterson (RAF),
Ralph Gwatkin (Army) and myself (Senior Service), with
car and trailer, now insured as a luggage 'trailer, set sail for
Mersin I'n Turkey, From Mersin our route took us over the
Taurus mountains, across a huge plain where 100ft dust devils
had to be seen to be believed, to Ankara, Instanbul and the
Turkish/Greek; border at Ipsala.
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The Turkish police seemed reluctant to allow us over the
border, but after explaining the purpose of o\.lr journey in
baiting French, they let us move on. We continued via
Thessalonika, thwugb Yugoslavia to Vienna and to the
Czechoslovakian Embassy where we were politely told that,.
no visas were being issued because of the foot and mouth
epidemic in Austria.

Pointless Journey

To travel 2000 miles to be told we couldn't get over the
border was demoralising to say the least, not to mention the
.2000 miles drive back empty handed. Entry through Germany
was the only possibility, but apart from having an uneventful
crew change in Munich when Gus -had to return to Cyprus
and Len Barnes (also RAF) took his place, it was a fruitless
journey and back to Vienna we went.

The help of the British Embassy and the Austrian Aero
Club were again enlisted, and on contacting what we thought
was the Aero Club, we were told they would see Len, the
best talker, immediately. We then discovered why: we had
contacted the only psychiatrist in the vicinity who evidently
decided Len had the makings of an interesting case. I suppose
he did have a just cause-who in their right minds would
'travel 2000 miles pulling a 35ft :trailer, then rush ofI to
Munich and back on what appeared to be a wild Blanik
chase?

However, we eventuaUy found the right person, got VIP
treatment at the Czechoslovakian Embassy and our long
awaited visa. .

The fotlowing day Len disappeared over the border leaving
Ralph and me kicking our heels in Haugsdorf. With nothing
better to do we decided to walk the 9km to the border, and it
was worth the blisters to see my car, dwarfed by the Blanik,
sitting calmly in No-man's Land.
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"Ours at last" we thought, but no', the Austrians had other
j deas. This particular car trailer was not in their book and
it took aB of Ralpl\'s pigeon German to explain. Only just
satisfied with this, the official then proceeded to place his
,eaI on the car, trailer, wing root and the sea't of the rear
cockpit "to prevent you fiying it in Austria", he said. Only
Iheo were we free to go.

A Break From Horses

The village Olacksmith was duly summoned to do the odd
mod to the trailer and said it made a change from shoeing
hcmes. Then ~he long trek back began. This we had to accom
plish in three-and-a-half days if we were to catcb the Mersin
ferry, which meant driv·jng through two nights.

A brief stop at the British Embassy to show off our new
toy - it had to be brief as we took up not only all the
diplomatic car park but also blocked the road - and we were
on ou; way.

Eventually, after a wrong turning at Skopje in Yugoslavia,
,burnt out plugs and a night stop af Thessalonika, we arrived
moneyless in Xanthi at lunch time. By blocking the main
road, we managed to persuade the policeman that We would
only move if the Bank was opened so that we could change
some money to buy fuel. Much to our surprise, that is exactly
what happened and by night we were in Istanbul.

--SmowELL ..

~LPLANES~

SHEPLEY LANE,
HAWK GREEN,
MARPLE,
CHESHIHE.

Postcode: SK6 7JW
Telephoo&: 061-427 2488

A.R,B .. B.G.A.• P.F.A. Appr,oved

Now Turkish loos had become an obsession witb me and
on espying what promised to be a reasonable one, every
advantage was taken and a stop ordered. This particular one
belonged 10 a botel and as soon as we had stopped, an admir
ing audience gathered round the glider. The proprietor
arrived and invited us to have coffee with him, so it was in
our grotty gliding garments that we were escorted into one
of the best nightclubs in Istanbul, belly danl>er and all. Drag
ging the two men away proved somewhat difficult, but I
succeeded and by the following morning we Were back 0n the
central plain amidst those tantalising dust devils and beading
for a night stop. at Mensin. With 27 miles of straight road
and a glider on the back, autotowing was suggested but com-
monsense prevaifed. The best travelling speed of the car and
trailer seemed to be about 40mph with speeds ,of 60-70 be
tween dust devils.

More Problems Ahead?

The problem we had envisaged getting onto the ferry the
following day didn't materialise and a happy ten hcmrs was
spent watching sea gulls soaring off the stern, and idly cas,ting
pieces of paper into the air to discover where the lift was, not
thinking of the likely troubles ahead of us in Cyprus. In fact
our arrival in Famagusta was fairly uneventful apart from
the customs officer looking in the boot of the car for the
glider.

So we had achieved the impossible, 17 days and 5000 miles
later, without damage to the glider or car, and only superficial
damage to the rear guard of the trailer as a result of removing
a concrete post from the gound.

It wasn't nntil a week later that I realised I had lost my
passport. The general consensus was that I had left it at
Famagusta and ORe sunny SalUrday I went off to collect it.
But it wasn't as simple as that. I was accused of entering
Cyprus illegally, importing my car (which I was informed
was a 1750 Alfa and not a 1300) illegally, evading customs
and failing to pay wharfage dues.

How you can evade customs with a 35ft glider trailer I
don't know, but in Cyprus anything ,is possible. I am pleased
to say I didn't find myself in Famagusta jail. I left the customs
shed clutching my passport - it is amazing what can be
achieved by a dumb blonde and a few sniffles.
PS.-Is there a tropby fo1' ,the longest :l'emeve of the year?
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An article of value to tug and motor glider pilots

CARBURETTOR ICING Ice FOl'nlS Here.

FUEL CUT ~F

Float Type Carburettor

the Arctic which calls for special know
ledge.

If you are wondering how long to
continue the use of heat, it would
depend on the severity of the icing
condition. If icing happened to be
severe, then heat should be used as long
as flight continues in it. We have found
in our flight tests on various models of
Lycoming engines and with spec~al

detonation pick·ups, that at crUise
power with full heat or alternate air, we
have never experienced detonation or
damage to the engine.

If this is difficult to believe, a turbo
charger heats the induction air hotter
at altitude tban the typical carburettor
heat or alternate air, without causing
any detonation or damage to the
engine. The principal concern of the
pilot under icing conditions is not the
possibility of detonation from the heat
at cruise power, but rather to keep the
engine running no matter how much
heat is required.

In known or suspected icing con·
dilions, follow the instructions in the
airplane owner's manual. If the airplane
does have an induction air or carbu
rellor air temperature gauge, the
thinking pilot who anticipates the
possibility of induction ice can prevent
it by maintaining a minimum of 90' F
in heat during cruise and let-down.
However, if the pilot fails to anticipate
icing, an undetermined amount of heat
may be required to eliminate it if be
has permitted it to accumu!ate.

Power Loss
When using heat, there are related

factors or influences to remember. The
engine loses an average of 9% of its
power when full heat is applied. There
is also power loss by going from ram
air to the more indirect location.
Carburettor heat or alternate air also
creates a richer mixture which may
cause the engine to run rough, particu
ularly at full heat. If there is any
throttle available, bring the power up
at least to the former amount.

The mixture should be adjusted lean
(at cruise power or less) whenever heat
is applied. Furthermore, any application
or removal of heat would call for an
appropriate adjustment of the mixture
during cruise. At lower power con
ditions such as required during flight in
the traffic pattern, it may be impractical
tQ lean the mixture.

Do not use heat for take off or climb
on Avco Lycoming engines as it may
bring on detonation and possible engine
damage. An exception to the latter
might be ,in the sevel'e temperatures of

loss of RPM with a fixed pitch pro
peller, and a loss of manifold pressure
for the aircraft with a constant speed
propeller, and the accom~anying air
speed loss with both types.

Now the thinking pilot will anticipate
possible icing and utilize beat before the
ice forms. However,should he fail to
anticipate icing with the' float type car
burettor and ice begins to form, he must
definitely use the full heat position in
order to be sure of eliminating the ice.

Using full beat will initially cause a
loss of power and possible engine
rougness. Heated air directed into the
induction system will melt the ice which
goes through the engine as water, caus
ing some of the roughness and more
power loss. Therefore, unless the pilot
knows what is actually happening, the
stress and confusion of the situation
will tend to frighten him out of using
heat, and thereby could result in losing
his engine by icing. But most of all, he
must realise that despite this temporary
roughness and attendant moderate
power loss, the pilot IS not damaging
his engine at a cruise power of 75% or
less with any amount of heat.

We used to talk about carburettor icing
in past years, but witb all tbe modern
fuel metering devices used today~a
more up-to-date terminology. descnbes
this flight condition as induction system
icing. The latter term includes all types
of fuel metering (fuel injection as weU
as carburetion), and also parts of tbe
induction system where ice can
accumulate such as the air filter or
bends in the system, as well as the
critical areas of the fuel metering device
like the throttle plate in the float type
carburettor.

If operators understand what happens
when tbe fuel metering device (carbur·
ettor or fuel injector) injects fuel into
the air being sucked into tbe induction
system by tbe engine as it operates,
th~y can take suitable precautions to
preferably avoid or eliminate induction
system ice. But they also need to under
stand how the engine reacts when heat
is applied to prevent induction icing.

There are two types of induction
system ice:
1 Impact ice-forms on the air filter

and bends in system.
.2 Refrigeration ic~-forms in float type

carburettor as result of fuel vaporisa
tion and low pressure.
Under cetrain moist (and "moist" is

a key word here) atmosphereric con
ditions, with air temperatures ranging
anywhere from 20° to 90°F, it is
possible for ice to form in the induction
system. The rapid cooling in the in
duction system using. a float type
carburettor is caused by the absorption
of heat from the air during vaporisation
of the fuel, and also due in part to the
high air velocity causing a low pressure
area through tbe carburettor venturi.

As a result of these two influences,
the 'temperature in the mixing chamber
may drop as much as 70°F below the
temperature of the incoming air. If this
air contains a large amount of moisture,
the cooling process can cause precipita
tion in tbe form of ice, generally in the
vicinity of the "butterfly" or throttle
plate, and may build up to such an
extent that a drop in power output
could result.

If not corrected, ice accumulation
may cause complete engine stoppage.
Indications of icing to the pilot· are a
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Any aircraft without an induction air
gauge must use either the full heat or
full cold position, as an unknown
amount of partial heat can actually
cause induction ice in the float type
carburettor, particularly where there is
moisture in crystal form in the in
coming air that would ordinarily pass
through the induction system without
any problem. Partial heat melts these
crystals and they form carburettor ice
in the venturi when they come in con
tact with the cold metal of the throttle
plate. At a temperature of 14°F or
below, any moisture in the air is frozen
and heat should not be used.

A recent aviation magazine article
reminds us of another point to consider
concerning our discussion of induction
icing. The short article in question was
entitled "Carburettor Heat vs Go
Around", We very definitely disagree
with Ihe point. they attempted to make.
The article indicated that all of us have
been taught to use carburettor heat
during the landing configuration, and
must be sure to get rid of it in case of
a go-around, which is sound advice. But
their explanation of this need to get rid
of the heat on a go-round was-"the
real danger is that the application of
carburettor heat increases ,the richness
of the mixture and upon sudden appli
cation of full throttle for a go-around
it would be possible to flood the engine,
causing complete engine failure", This
is, of course, incorrect with a standard
carburettor.

Although heat does make a richer
mixture, it does not "flood the engine",
The two basic reasons for removing
heat OD a go-around are:

I Loss of power becomes critical at
low altitude and Iow airspeed with full
heat "on".

2 There is the danger of detonation
and/or engine damage using full heat
on go-around at take-off or climb power
on the higher performance type power
plant.

It is necessary to carefulry differen
tiale between the methods of applying
heat to the various flat opposed piston
engines in induction icing conditions.
Most light airplanes with float type
carburettors do not have a carburettor
air temperature gauge, and therefore
must use the heat position only in the
fun on, or full off positions, and with
the mixture leaned to compensate for
the richer fuel/air ratio mixture with
carburettor heat.

Because flight instructors fly various
models of manufacturers' airplanes and
engines, il would be helpful to stand
ardise the instruction on the use of heat
in the landing configuration on aircraft

using the float type carburettor, Avco
Lycoming has no ,objection to the oon
sistent standardised use of carburettor
heat in the landing configuration.

Thus far our discussion has limited
itself to the float type carburettor which
can incur ice in VFR flight conditions
if there is the right combination of
moisture, temperature and fuel mixture.
In the case of fuel injection and pres
sure carburettors, it is the IFR type
flight condition which generally causes
induction system icing for the most
part. The fuel injected engin'e does not
have the threat of icing at the venturi;
but other parts of the induction system
can gather ice such as bends in the
system, the impact tubes, or on the air
filter.

The pilot of a turbocharged power
plant should not be too concerned with
induction system icing except in extreme
conditions because of the high tempera
ture of the induction air when the
compressor is running. However, slush/
snow can be a blockage threat to the air
filter area if there is not easy availa
bility to alternate air, Impact ice at high
altitude with some turbocharged engines
may cause a loss of four to six inches
of manifold pressure when going to the
automatic alternative air source.

The pressure carburettor is similar to
the fuel injector in that it is not very
vulnerable to icing, other than that out
lined in the previous paragraph. When
a float type carburettor is placed next
to a pressure carburettor for a visual
inspection and comparison, note that
the float carburettor fuel jet is ahead of
or below the venturi and throttle butter
fly which means the fuel is being

Denis Johnson Heat Ltd
4 Wellington Terrace
London W24LW

Johnson
Heat

may we advise you on your
heating problems and
perhaps install a new

efficient system,

Please phone 01·229 2707

squirted into the worst possible place
for icing-the carburettor venturi. On
the other hand, the pressure carburettor
jets are squirting fuel farther down
stream beyond the venturi refrigeration
chamber, which accounts for the less
likelihood of icing in this type of
system.

Most pressure carburettors have
automatic mixture cQntrols. On the
ground, any application of heat will
affect the AMC unit so as to make it
temporarily unpredictable in its effect
on the carburettor in flight immediately.
If for some reason the pilot used heat
on the ground (ie checking the heat
system), he must wait at least two
minutes before take-off in order to'
avoid an erratic fuel flow because of the
effect of the heat on the AMC unit.

CONCLUSION. Now that the opera
tor understands how ice forms in the
fuel metering device, and how the
engine reacts when heat is applied, he
can cope with an icing problem with
out panic because he knows what is
happening.

This article is re-printed from Avco
Lycoming's "Flyer",

An information leaflet was issued by
the. Department of Trade and Industry
to help pilots avoid engine icing (see
S&G, April, 197], ptOO}-Aeronautical
Information Circular United Kingdom
]06/1970, "The effect of icing on piston
engines in light aircraft"-which is still
available from the Aeronautical Infor
mation Service (AIS I), Tolcarne Drive,
Pinner, Middlesex, telephone 0]-866
8781.

For an efficient friendly C of A and I
. repairs to your glider_ come~io) i

GREENFLY
AVIATION

"Lynholme", Chalford Hill

Nr. Stroud, Glos.

Ring Sue or David Greenland

at Brimscorne 2858
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COMPETITION ENTERPRISE

GLIDING CERTIFICATES

The Devon and Somerset Gliding Club
report "all is set fair for Competition
Enterprise, to be held at North Hill
from June 22·30, now that Mike
Garrod has agreed to come and
organise the weather for us". It is also
becoming clearer that, apart from the
"Farglide" possibilities, a lot of interest
has been generated by Competition
Enterprise, and many will be watching
this event with interest.

Calif this' time at 68.06km/h. On May 7,
John and Geoffrey flew the Calif A·2l
round a 403km triangle at 69km/h. (All
flights from Dunstable.)

Chris Rollings and Martin Breem flew
a K-13 from Booker over a 108km
"speed to goal" at 122.9km/h on May
10.

Alan Purnell, Lasham, claims the
goal and return record with 540m in
his Nimbus 2 on May 14. (All flights
subject to homologation.)

1974
18.3

18.3
18.3

9.10.73
16.3

26.6.13

3L.l2.73
29.1.74

31.12
7.11

26.1.74
27.2
29.1
16.3
16.3
9.3

31.3
17.3

24.10.73
24.10
31.10
3.11
1974

7.2.74
11.1.73

12.2
2.3

11.2.73
12.2
lll.l
17.3
3.3

Club
Thames Valley

Thame. Valley
Alrway~
sw D~trict
Bristol/Glo.
in USA

Thame. Valley
Cranwell
Hiahland
Cleveland.
in AuSlrlJia
Thames Valley
Es."""Lake.
AirwlYS
Cleveland.

Fenllnd
Fenland
Crlnwell
Cranwell

Club
SOU
in S Africa
Fenland
Surrey IHant.
in S Africa
FenTand
in Australia
~W Distriet
SQutbdown

ALL THREE DIAMONDS
No. Name
36 L. E.' Beer
DIAMOND HElOHT
31189 L. E. Beer
3/190 C. Leo
3/191 E. G. Shephard
3/192 R. A. Sandford
3/193 J. Butler
'DIAMOND GOAL
2/476 1... K. Forsey Thame. Valley
2/477 M. R. CarltoD in Australia
GOI>D C HEIGHT
L. K. Foney
S. T. E. Walker
A. Ratran
p. P. 1.. Wells
M. R. Carlton
G. C. Sorum
M. G. Throssell
J. A. Ronald
E. J. P. Lusted
L. 1. Welburn
SILVER C
3557 M. C. Mahan
3558 G. Camn
3559 O. A. Hauer
3560 1. F. McAulay
No. Nlme
3561 M. A. Chritehley
3562 E. J. Cnwford
3563 A. D. Hillon
3564 R. E. B. lohnson
3565 D. D. Book...
35t'it'i M. S. HIli
3567 M. R. Clrlton
3568 C. A. Marren
3569 L. Free

UK SINGLE AND TWO-SEATER
RECORDS CLAIMED

Ralph Jones took his Nimbus 2 round
a 108km triangle at an approximate
speed of 112km/h on Tuesday, April 30.

John Jeffries and Geoffrey Love
declared an 108km triangle on April 22
and averaged 81.l6km/h in their newly
acquired Calif A-2t. The following
day a 304km triangle was flown by
John and Dilys Yates again in the

remembered by many members. Besides
this, he has realised his dream of a
permanent site for his. club and the
location promises a variety of soaring
few others can match.
"Doe'; Bradwell

"Doe" Bradwell's connections with
gliding began in the 1950s when he
joined Derby & Lanes and later the
Midland Club.

He was a founder member of the
Staffordshire Club, one of the three
guarantors for the SBAC loan which
helped to provide initial equipment, and
their CFI from 1961 until this year.

"Doc" made the expansion of the
club fleet possible by financial assistance
and as one of the Trustees, helped them
transfer to the new freehold site at
Morridge.
Arthur Doughtv

Arthur Doughty has been described as
the complete gliding club member. He
first joined the London Club and in
more recent years has been a mainstay
of the Airways. Flying Club at Booker.

The Wycombe Regionals depend for
their very existence on Arthur's pre
sence as director and task-Setter. When
not running the ltegionals, he is a hard
working instructor and .mg-pilot, a
BGA inspector and, in addition, al
ways willing to help with paperwork.

Recently, when the CFI left the
country, he took over until a replace
ment could be appointed. Since then he
has given great support as deputy CFI.

Arthur still finds time for solo flying
-he has a Gold C with two Diamonds.

RAY STAFFORD ALLEN

The British Gliding Association an
nounces with the utmost regret the
sudden death on May 13 of Ray Staf·
ford Alien (56), the BGA's Chief Tech
nical Officer.

Our deepest sympathy is extended
to Peggy, his wife, and to his sons,
John, Peter and Robin and family.
~'An Obituary will appear in our next

issue.

BGA DIPLOMA WINNERS

Our congratulations to Ralph Jones
V+b~ has. been awarded a Silver medal
by the United Service & Royal Aero
qpb's LAviation Council for his out
standlngperformance in 1973 when he
W,90,fiYC- ·npjQf; gliding competitions.

HONOURS FOR RALPH

A -a.UP FOR'NAOMI

vf.~.:~;e .also pleased to report that
th.e...q)U~r;i1 has awarded the O. P.
Jo~~~,. c,up f.or noteworthy achieve
rne'lt ,i{J. gli4i,Agby a woman pilot to
Nao'rni' Christy, BGA Development
Officer,

It-is-- for Naomi's great contribution
to gliding and private aviation in pre
paring. t'ho paper on The Requirement
for a National Recreational Airfield
.and Airspace Policy. which was sub
mitted to Lord Boyd-Carpenter's Pri
vate Aviation Committee in March,
1973 and I~ter widely circulated..

Naomi is a gliding instructor tug
pilot and deputy Chairman of the 'Girls
Venture Corps.

Our C~~l'atulations to the three BGA
Diploma winners, chosen for their ser
vices to gliding over a long period.
Jaek Aked

Jack Aked continues a family tradi
tiqn-his father was also president of
the Blackpool & Fylde Club. The many
tri:als and tribulations Jack overcame in
thb post·war years of shortage are still

1-·--
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Call in. write or phone-

BGA SALES ROOM

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
75 Victoria Street. tondon S.W.1

01 7997548

offers YOU a complete gliding service· whether'

your sailplane is mllde of wood,

metal or glass-fibre.

t
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Standard

Std Libelle
?

Standard

Std Cirrus.

Std Libelle -.
Pilatus B.4
ASW·15 -i'1/I'

/~./_,

Std Cirrus

SHK or K-6

Std Cirrus

Std Cirrus

S(d Cirrus
Std Cirrus

Std Cirrus
Std Libelle
Std Libelle

Std Cirf\ls '

d
?, I ,i1

St' LIbe le .\

I
1I

Std Libelle
Pilatus 8-4

K-6E
1<.-6E
Std Cirrus
Cobra IS

Std Libelle

Std Libelle
K-6E
Std Libelle

?
Std Libelle
Std Libelle

Std Libelle
Std Cirrus

Kestrel 19

K,estrel 19
Nimbus 2

Kestrel 19
?

Open
Nimbus 2
Kestrel 19

Kestrel 19
Kestrel 19

Kestrel 22
Kestrel 19
Calif A-21

Kestrel t9
Kestrel 19

Kestrel 19

Kestrel 19
Kestrel 19

?
Dart 17R

?

ASW·17

Open
Nimbus 2

Nimbus 2
Kestrel 19

Cal'if A·2t

Kestrel 19

Kestrel 19
Kestrel 19
Kestrel 19
Kestrel 19

£3.70

£4.50

£2.80

£1.10

£2.03

£1.37

£4.25

£2.50

£1.00

£3.50

£1.92

£1.32

IPersonal Mail
Callers Order

Free as a Bird by Pihilip WiI'Is

Pilots' Weather by Ann
Wel'ch

Gliding by Derek 'Piggott

Principles of Flight by
W. G. Scull

B.G.A. Ties-blue/silver.
blue/gold. black/gol'd

B.'G.A. Scarves-navy or
maroon

Big stock of aircraft ply, instruments,

aero-tow rope, etc., ete

Send s.a.e. for price 'list.

SOUTH,O,OWN
AERO S,ERVICES LTD.

All these and many other items are in stock
at the B.G.A. noW. Just anived are the new
binders for the larger s.ize S&G. £1.40 each
or by mail order £1.65.

KEN FRIPP,

SOUl"HDOWN AERO SERVICES LIMITED',
LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HAMPSHIRE.

TelephOne; :Herriard 359 Or 0256-83 359

Stockists for an
PZL I:nstruments and Equipment

Stockists for G.D. Parachutes



Please send news and exchange copies.
of journals to the Overseas Editor:
A. E. Slater, 7 Highworth Avenue,
Cambridge, CB4 2BQ, England.

NEW ZEALAND NATIONALS, 1974 HANS-WERNER GROSSE DOES IT
AGAIN

ROSS MACINTYRE

Pts
5020
4902
4671

AMERICAN MARATHON

SB-10 JOINS THE HUNT

SIGI BAUMGARTl ALSO JOINS THE
"1000km CLUB"

Having declared 1150km Dinslaken-Pau,
France on the same day in another
ASW-17 for his attempt on the goal
record Sigi learnt on the radio, over
France, that Hans-Werner's goal would
beat his own. He therefore decided to
curtail his flight and land at Marmade
to join Hans-Werner on the ground.
This distance of about 1020km ensures
him a place in the F AI Diploma list
which now stands at 15 flights over
lOOOkm with Hans-Werner Grosse hav
ing done three.

... AND THE TWO·SEATE:RS WON'T
BE LEFT OUT

Waiter Sch.ewe. and his 22 year-old son
Fritz set off from Dinslaken in a K-13
(the same glider in which Baumgartl/
Schewe broke the world two-seater
record two years ago) to try and re
claim this record, now held by Makula
of Poland in a Calif A-2t. Unfortunate
hold ups with the towing tug made them
take a winch launch for a late start at
10.15 am. With a last 700m high moun
tain to cross, 30km before their goal,
they were reduced to ridge soaring for
over an hour in o('der to clear the
mountain-when they did it was too
late to make the goal and they landed
after 752km-only lOkm short of what
they had set out to do!

The world's largest glider the 29m
two-seater S8-1O from Akaflieg Braun
schweig having declared 775km Braun
schweig-Orleans, France, would have

On Tuesday. April 16, Hans-Werner
Grosse set off, once again in his
ASW-17, from Liibeck, Germany after
declaring Marmadc, France 1280km
away as his goal and thus elaims the
World's Goal flight record which was
broken on April 25, 1972 by Klaus
Tcsch of Hamburg (l05Ikm) on the
same day as Hans-Werner claimed the
World's Distance record of 1460.8km.

3624
3263
3101

Douglas YarraIl

As this issue goes to press, seven of
USA's top pilots-Karl H. Striedieck,
Ross and Kenny Briegleb, William Hol
brook, Richard E. Schreder, Dan Pier
son and Hannes Linke, are gliding their
way from Los Angeles to Washington
DC.

They are taking part in the third
annual Smirnoff Sailplane Derby, the
world's longest gliding competition, and
expect to cover between 250 to 300
miles each day.

VINON MOUNTAIN COMPETITIONS

These will be held from June 29 to July
11 at Vinon Airport in France. Pilots
who are interested to fly in this inter
national contest should write immedi
ately to the Secretary, Remy Dayre,
Association Aeronautique Verdon-Alpil
les, 3 Rue du Commandant Imhaus,
13006 Marseilles, France.

Sports Class
1 M. Honey, K-6BR
2 B. Kelly, K-6CR
3 A. Van Dyk, K-6E

Maurice Honey

Maurice Honey flying his K-6oR, the
oldest machine in the contest and one
that has figured many times before
among top placings, won the Sports
Class from a total of 16 entrants.

Only six contest days were possible
in the Open/Standard Classes and five
in the Sports Class. Tasks were gener
ally short. The longest (l79km) wasn't
completed by anyone and only two
completed the 177km triangle on the
second day.
OpenlStandard Classes
Final Leading Results
1 D. Yarrall, Std Cirrus
2 1. Finlayson, Std Libelle
3 B. Fowler, Std Libelle

The National Championships this year
at Waipukuray, Hawkes Bay, was a dis
appointing event. poor weather, small
entry and a lack of the "big names"
aIJ contrived to create a low key con
test.

Doug Yarrall has become the New
Zealand Standard Class Champion for
the second time. He is also the Open
(handicap) Class Champion, althou~h
with only one Open Class entrant trl·

eluded with the 15 Standard Class
machines, it was almost inevitable.
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beaten Waiter Schewe's declaration in
the K·I3.

On reaching OrleaAS at J700hrs con
ditions were stiU good and! the pjlots,
Benuo S:chmaljohann and Giinther
Knorr, decided to overfly their goal
and try {,or the world's distance instead
which stands at92J km. By 1800hrs,
however, lift ceased rapidly and they
wefe forced to land after having flo.wn
896km. Although not good enough for
the world record it gives them a place
on the German National record list.
(All records, subject to homologation.)

FIRST CRQSS-COUNTRY
HOLLANO-SWITZERLAND

In conditions ranging fr0m 4/8 cumulus
and blue thermals to snow showers,
overcast and a strong northerly wind,
Otto Foelkel from Holland flew a ~td

Libelle on Easter Monday from Terlet,
Holland, to Fruti:gen, Switzerland, a
distance of 63()km. The flight was CUF

tailed by the scarcity of landing fields
in the Swiss mountain val,leys, and
Foelkel decided to land at 7pm while
stit[ at 6OO0H asI.

The area of overcast, which cut off
the sun completely, covered about
300km ef the distance flown. Accord
ing to a News BuFletin by Ary Ceel'en,
the pilot is the first Dutchman to have
flown a glider from Holland to Switzer
land.

Two days later, April 17, Foelkel
flew another 520km from Terlet, this
time landing at Chartres, France. On
the same day Dick ReparoIJl broke the
National IOOkm triangle record with
94.6km/h in his Kestrel H.
KESTREL 19 TO 41000FT IN
CANADA

A Canadian national record for absolute
altitude of 4WOOft was set up at Coler
ado Springs, USA, by Waiter Cllmda
of York Soaring Association, Toronto,
on January 9 this year. At the same
time he put up er Canadian gain of
height record of 28000ft in a Kestrel 19.

This is, only the third time that a
glider has reached an altitude of over
40000ft" (subject to hom010gation).

Membership of the Soaring Associa
tion of Canada increased from 931
in 1972 to 1301 in 1973-the fastest
rate of gmwth ever. This is shown by
a graph published in Free Flight. Dur
ing the past ten years, starling with 653
members j'n 1963, there has !:Jeen an
increase every year except in 1964 and
1969. There are now 45 gliding clubs
in the country; Ontario Zone has most
with 20 and Prairie Zone least with
four. The "Provincia1 Motorgliding and
Soaring Association" of Blackstock,
Ontario, must be the first ever gliding
club to indude motorgliders in its title.

LUCKY ESCAPE FOR
HANS NIETlISPACH

While landing out on a cross-country
flight on Saturday, April 20, the well
known Swiss pilot, Hans NieWspach,
flew into a single high-voltage power
cable which was not visible from the
cockpit.

By great good fortune, below and
lower down, was another four-cable
low-voltage supply on which he fell
after impact with the high-voltage
cable, breaking three of the fOUf'
cables. The ,fourth no doubt saved him
as he hung entangled and suspended
in the cables about 30-40ft ,above
ground.

Be called for help over his radio
which was still work,jng, but before it
came, a focal farmer who saw his pr,e
dicament came to his aid and with the
help of a large ladder Hans was able
to get out of his Std LibeIle.

The supply in the area was cut Gff
by the resultant power failure and the
Std Libelle needs a pair' of new
wings. Readers will, however, be
pleased to kl~OW thalt Hans ,escaped
unscathed from this very alarming ex
perience and took this photo.

NEW MOTOR GLIDER RECORD

Paul Droghoff from Ltinen, Germany,
claims the world distance record with a

flight of 715km in a SF-27M from
Dahlemer Binz to Roe Amadour in
France.

Many other noteworthy flights have
'been carried out in mid-April from sites
all over the Continent In Germany,
however, only those living north of the
Main were lucky with the weather as
in the south (Hahnweide and Munich
area) rain and snow played l1avoc and
brought traffic almost to a standstill.
(Luftsport)

GERMAN AEROBATIC CONTEST

Germany's first gliding aembatic con
test will be held at Saulgau airfield,
aool.lt 30 miles sSW of Vim, f£<lm
July r8-20. (Aerokurier)

SOUTH-WEST AFRICA RALLY

At Bitterwasser in South-West Africa,
the private soaring site which welcomes
visiting parties, the first German expe
dition c~me to tryout the soaring con
ditions last November. Helmut Ivers of
Husum obtained his Silver C and Gold
C height, Dieter Bayerbach his third
Diamond with a flight of 500km and
Karl Feiler of Frelburg and Ingwet
Blehl of Holstein, the organiser of the
expedition, both got their Gold C height.
Frans Caers came from Belgium 'to
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join the party with a Blanik and set
up a Belgian national two-seater record
of 63.28kmjh for the IOOkm triangle.
(Aerokurier)

OBITUARY

ED van BREE

Ed van Dree, 38, died on March 31 as
a result of injuries received in a serious
flying accident in a Traveller four
seater on Sunday, Mar,ch 3 in which his
nine year-old youngest son was killed

and his 12 year-old second son was
injured. A colleague, who like Ed, was
employed as a pilot by Philips of Eind
hoven, is still criticaUy ill.

Ed, who started gliding at 14, was
one of the most experienced glider
pilots in Holland and became well
known as an instructor, CFI and com
petition pilot. He was National Cham
pion several times and represented
Holland in five World Championships.
Ed's father, still an active glid'er pilot,
and Ed's oldest son, who" soloed in
January at the age of 14, made up

three generations of glider pilots, an
occurrence which was probably unique
and has, now sadly come to an end.

Readers who attended the World
Championships at South Cerney, 1965,
may weU remember the exhilarating
aerobatic display which was performed
by Bd unofficially on the opening day
and left the onlookers in no doubt as
to his flying skills.

The sympathy of their many friends
goes out to Henny, his wife, who lost
both a son and her husband in this
tragic accident. RH

BIGGER and BETTE,R

KESTREL 22
The Kestrel 22 is the highest performance open class glider now produced.
It is ava,ilable either as an original purchase or as a kit to convert existing
19 metre Kestrels. The kit consists of two stub wings, a new tailplane, a
new rudder and a strengthened undercarriage..

It retains the ease of rigging and flying docility which have made the
Kestrel 19 the best selling glider ever made by Slingsbys. Why not con
vert your 19 metre ready for next season?

Write for details.

BALL ELECTRIC VARIOMETERS
Model 200 F. Miniature, 2-1-"
with 3 POSITION SENSJTIVITY
SWnCH,,5, 10, 20, iKNOT Full
Scale. In Stock £78.

BALL AUDIO UNIT Model 102
In Stock £20.

ASH 360, GLIDER & AIRCRAFT RAD.I'O, 360 CHANNEL, full C.A.A.
approval. HIGH SENSITIVITY, HIGH POWER OUTPUT.
I,n Stock at last £296.

UNDERCARRIAGE RETRACTION ASSISTANCE KIT for KESTREL 19
owners; easily fitted: £25.

ALL PRI,CES EXCLUSIVE OF V.A.T.

T.53 ONE ONLY. NEW. Fully modi:fied. With BGA C. of A. Offers to:
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AIRCRAFT
INSURANCE

and

ALL TYPES
OF INSURANCE

TRY THE SPECIALISTS

phone, call or write

J~ A. Harrison (Brokers) Ltd.
"Security :House"

160-161 BROMSGROVE STREET.

BIRMINGHAM B5 6NY

Telephone 021-692 1245 (10 lines)

a Century of SERVICE
For Keenest Rates, Service and Security

-;;;C~==========-!J

Southern Soaring
SOLE UK AGENT FOR PILATUS 84

NOW liS THE TIME FOR ALL

GOOD MEN (& WOMEN) TO

BUY A 84

DUE TO STEP UP IN PRODUCT,ION
WE CAN OFFER THE B4 FOR

DELIVERY NOW

Phone or write:

SOUTHERN SOAR1NG. Inkpen Airfield.
Shalbour~e.Wilts.

Telephone OXENWOOD 239 Day
eOLlING80URNE DUelS 441 ,Evening

Come to Inkpen for a Demonstration flight

I

:1

11 The cockpitcamera
Gliding provides so many fine picture taking opportunities. But there's rarely time to

fiddle with camerOl settingsand' film loading. Even more so in competition gliding when

photographic evidence may be required.Thats when 0 Kodak'lnstamafic'camera

comes into its own.With drop-in film cartridge loading, minimal adjustment, big c1~ar

viewfinder and compact shape its mode for

shooting fast and sure.

That's why they're recommended by the B.G.A.
(You'll find them quite at home on ground

level too!)

Look one over soon at your Kodok Dealer. I·

Kodak and Instamatic are trade marks
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TAIL PARACHUTE EFFECTS
Dear Editor,

I was extremely interes~ed to read Dennis Carey's article
about the stabilising elf'ects of tail parachutes (8 & G, April
p55). Might I be permitted to sum it up for the average
reader who may have to use a tail chute.
1 If you make too slow an approach in any configuration,
you may find insufficient control to round out accurately
and you call expect a heavy landing!
2 If you open the tail chute you must either have sufficient
height to be able to lower the nose to maintain an adequate
approadl speed, or have sufficient speed to al'low for the
rapid decay of speed and still have sufficient speed for the,
round out, or be close enough to the ground as the chute
deploys to hold off normally without danger of dropping
more than ill foot or so as the speed is lost.
AHhougn there seems to be evidence that some of our
gliders might run short of elevator power during the round
out, it seems much more l,ikely that some landing accidents
were caused by the pilot losing speed, or attempting to
approach with inadequate speed. Even with the flaps down
and llsing some airbrake with the tail chute deployed in the
Kestrel, it still seems possible to make a normal wheel and
tail wheel touch down and, in practice, we have little or
no evidence to suggest any significant additional problem
with t'he round out.
Lasham Gliding Centre DRREK PIGGOTT. CH

MORE ABOUT TAIL PARACHUTES
Dear Editor,

May I correct some printing errors which crept into ,the
last issue and enlarge on one or two points?

At the top of p58; the height for parachute deployment
should be 75ft, not 15ft! This figure assumes zero delay
in ,canopy development and a flight path curva,ture corres
ponding with a ,t -) O.25g pushover followed immediately
by a (+) O.25g round out at 50kts. In practice, with minima'l
allowances for deployment and transition from pushover to
round out, a minimum height for streaming the parachute
of at least 100ft would appear to' be necessary.

Of less importance, at the top (RH column) of p56, the
end of the first paragraph should read "... aft or forward
of the wing aerodynamic centre ...". The letter E (Fig 1)
should. be replaced by the symbol i:, and in Fig 3, the
parachute trails at an angle {oc p + oc p).

In the interest of brevity, the derivation of ,the formula
CDSP

given on p58 was omitted. The factor (l + ---) on the
ATST

tail area, is a simplification which results when the para
chute trails very close to the fuselage. and provides a con
servative estimate of the effect of a parachute ,on the
basic stability margins of a glider. When the parachute
trails at some distance behind the fuselage, or very close to
the ground, the downwash angle at the parachute is reduced,
and it trails at a larger angle very nearly equal to the wing
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incidence. The parachute moment (Mp) will be increased
by either of these effects by about 25%, which is equivalent
to an additional forward CO Shift of about O.5in. The
practice of using a very short tethering line which was the
case considered in my article, is therefore quite sound in
principle, but has no aerodynamic advantage over a long
tether, during hold off.
Haverthwalte, Cumbria. DENNIS CAREY

(This seems as good a place as any to ask for your indulg
ence over the last two issues of S & G, particularly the last.
More corrections than I dare to count were ignored by tile
printers, who were suffering themselves with ail industrial
dispute, and both issues were plagued by irritating typo
graphical errors and misplaced lines. I hope we will soon
be back to our usual standards and meanwhile apologise
for something out- of our controL-EDiTOR)

COMPETITION FLYING - A NEW SUGGESTION
Dear Editor,

The aim of mos't glider pilots is successful cross-country
flying. Most clubs encourage this aspect of flying and in this
country there must be a considerable number of very com
petent cross-country pilots who have never flown under
competition conditions and, for a variety of reasons, may
never do so. As ,it is at present organised, I have the feeling
that competition flying could soon become the preserve of
the wealthy private owner. Competition Enterprise is a step
in the right direction but, nevertheless. it has merely produced
another Regional-type contest, which is both time COnsum
ing and expensive and does nothing to help the glider pilot
I have in mind.

I suggest that weekend inter-club competitions could
provide this sort of flying for those unable to enter Regional
contests. Fixtures between neighbouring clubs could easily
be arranged on a home or away basis with two or three
gliders per club taking part. To facilitate the making of
fixtures it would not be too difficult to make convenient
groupings, of interested clubs - say about five to each
group. Rules and scoring could be simple and a selection
of suitable tasks could be prepared in advance. The poss
ibility of inter-group contests for group winners would not
be out of the question.

The advantages of the above system should be obvious.
Reduced travelling time and e~pense, particularly if the
host clubs waive temporary membership fees and club
members provide visiting pilots with accommodation.
Normal club launching facilities should be sufficient and
other club act~vities would not be adversely affected.

If s:uch a competition received widespread support, a
National co-ordinator would be required together with a
number of group organisers, results being in S&G.

Several years ago 1 introduced this type of contest in my
own club and I give below the rules and scoring system
which were used at the t,ime. I should, of course, be inter-



ested to have any comments or suggestions regarding this
scheme, together with some indications of the possible
support.

1 Competition Rules
a) Any pilot may take part provided that he has the per

mission of his CFI.
b) Flights ,in two-seater gliders may be made, but all points

scored will be allocated to the PI pilot,
c) The current BOA Handicap List will apply to all tas;ks.
d) Photographic evidence will not be required for turning

points - the pilot's word will be taken ferthis.
e) A no-contest day will be declared if no pilot exceeds

25km.
f) Dedaration and claim forms must be handed to the

steward before and after a flight.
2 Scoring System
a) Completed tasks: free distance lpt/km; declared goal 

1.5pt/km; out-and-return - 2pt/km; triangle declared
- 2.5pt/km.

b) Uncompleted tasks count as fr,ee distance.
,c) Speed points = dv 2/2000, where d is the distance in

km, and v the speed in km/h.
cl) Gain of height points = (gain In (t) /50.
e) Competition points are calculated as follows: glider

handicap a fraction, total points hom aoove.
f) Inter-club scoring system. Within each group each

club will be awarded points for each inter-club con
,test: win 2pts, draw Ipt and lose Opts.

Colchester. ESiiex. ERIC RICHARDS

AN ALTERNATIVE TO PRIVATE OWNERSHIP
Dear Editor,

Someone has been taking Ann Welch's article on trends
,in the structure of clubs (S&G April 1973, p89) too
much to heart!' Being the exception to Bill Scull's supposed
rule, I really must protest when he says in his article
"How Experienced Are You?" (S&G February, pi 1)
that ther,e is no alternat'ive to private ownership in UK
clubs.

Will all pilots who enjoy variety, as I do, please note that
the Surrey and Hants Club fleet ranges from K-8BS and
Pilatus B-4s through the Dart I7R and K-6E types to
Phoebus 17 and Kestrel 19 - the latter for those who have
150hrs solo or more. Eleven gtiders for club pilots, not
private owners may I stress, although no small number of
such people at Lasham fiy both their own machines and
ours.

Amongst the private owners it is only fair to add that
there is no shortage of Skylarks, K-6cRsand Pirats at
Lasham - not to mention a large. Tutor syndicate. So
there is an alternative Bill, and as a former CFI and
frequent visitor you should know.

CHRISTOPHER BRYANT
LllSbaD!. Hants. Chairman, S&H GC

A MIS,UNDERSliANDING
Dear Editor,

While conversing with air ca:det glidin,g instructors I be',
came aware of a certain disenchantment with the BGA.
This was because these instructors, some of them highly
experienced, felt they were considered inc,ompetant by the
BGA.

Surely this cannot be the case? Why cannot these instruc
tors be awarded a BGA instructors' category upon success
ful completi<m of their comprehensive air cadet instructors
course? I understand that the air cadets will soon be operat
ing motor gliders which will bring them into line with the'
most modern of the BOA clubs. Doesn't this make a case
for uniformity of instructor standards?

Perhaps the highly progressive and up-to-date officers at
HQ Air Cadets are unaware of the situation, but it would
seem that liaison between the two organisations is overdue.
Perhaps someone with experience of hotb BGA gliding and
air cadet gliding would care U, comment?
Aberdeen PETER SHAW

Barry Rolfe, General Secretary of the BGA points out
that ATC A or B Category gliding instructors are already
exempt from the BOA Instructors' Course, and on comple
tion of an acceptance ,test with a CFI, they can automatically
be issued with a BOA Assistant Instructor Rating (EO)

BOOK REVIEW
Glider Pilot: By Peter Champion. Published by Model &
Allied Publications Ltd, Hemel Hempstead. Price £2 (UK
only). Obtainable from BGA, mail order £2.20.
Agoraphobia, from the Greek, meaning a fear of open
spaces, is not at first sight an affliction which one would
regard as being likely to be cured by taking up the sport of
gliding. Nevertheless, the author of this slim volume, ex
periencing that peculiar mental torment after a nervous
breakdown, was in fact finally healed in mind by the novel
experiences o~ soaring, to which he was introduced by a
friend, a member of the Southclown Gliding Club.

The author explains in his preface that the book is not
in any sense instructional, but merely relates his personal
experiences, at the same Nme recording his indebtedness to
his club. It may be said-using a medical analogy-to be
an interes,ting "case history" of a typical gilding addict. It
reads well, it could help to allay the fears of anyone who
might be shrinking at ,the idea of gliding, and is well worth
the money.

GODFREY HARWOOD

NORVIC RACrNG ENGINES LTO.

announce tne formation of their

AIRCRAFT ENGINE DIVISION

which is now fully equipped for
the overhaul and test of VW based

engmes

NORVIC RACING ENGINES LTO.•

Aircraft ,Engine Division,
,Industrial Estate.

Wymondham,
Norfolk

Tel: Wymondham 3741
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Copy Ilnd phQtographs for the August/September Issue sbould be sent to the Editoc, S&G, 281, Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge
CBI 4NH, tel Cambridge 47725,to arrive not later than June 12 and for the October/November issue to arrive not later than
August. 14. GILLIAN BRYCE.SMITH
April 18, 1974

BLACKPOOL & FYLOE
Long spells of southerly and easterly winds
made us thankful for our various hill
faces, while our valley airfield allows us
to soal' the h.ill in very light winds. The
condition which spoils our fun is a low
cloudbase, but even ,then we can do
training circuits. We are feeling the benefit
of OUlr hangar, and are pleased with the
sliding plus folding doors which are very
easy to operate. The next step is to deve
lop the mental agility and discipline
needed to safely stow up to nine gliders
into a space of 60.x 60ft.

Having bought the flattest land around,
the rain in January and February showed
more inclination to run on to our fields
than off them, heading mainly for a pond
which we had filled in. Thus we couldn't
get the 'winch to our favourite spot, 50

we had to resort to more digging instead
of 'Iilying, and we now possess more drains,
a ditch and a stone track that we hadn't
origina\Jly planned. However, this was the
patch that needed levelling for take-off
on Ithe south-east nJlO. and the huge
mounds of clay were soon pushed back
into 'Place, dozed, ploughed and h.arrowed
to make a good smooth surface, thanks
to our machines and a small band of
dedicated members.

Unfortunately work on Qur site, with
drainage and levelling, cost us money set
aside for buying a Sovereign and reluc
tantly we had to cancel the order. One
group ha~ bought a Kestrel 17 and another
has formed to order a Consort-two
members will be unable to ~moan about
design features they dislike for they were
responsible for the detail design! We
~ook forward to companing these new
machines with the Olympia and K-6E.
Thus our flying operations are able to
move into top gear at last, and we think
we have done -wonders to get the land
and the hangar fully organised within 18
months.

W,e can now turn .our attention to the
clubhouse where the kitchen is getting first
attention, then we aim to get a drinks
licence.

K.E.
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BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
M,ike Munday formally started work as
our staff instructor on February 20 and
the increase in Ilaunch rate and reduction
in fumbles was apparent almost immedi
ately. Flyin,g now begins before 9.30am
on weekdays and Mike seems to provide
an .endless source of enthusiasm and
energy for everybody. Good luck Mike!

At last we almost have our Super Cub.
Chris "Biggles" Day and Mike Munday
were flown to Germany by Barry Walker
on April 10 and returned three days later
after a relatively trouble free trip. Prob
lemsstarted when they diverted to Staver
ton (Iten miles from Nympsfield) because
of adverse weather conditions and were
immediate'ly put in detention pending the
arrival of HM Customs.

After visions of spending Ithe SlJlmmer
under lock and key, the officialls arrived
and the intrepid aviators made the short
journey back to the club. Meanwhile the
Super Cub was rendered unflyable by
removal of the rotor arm, or whatever
people do to ensure aircraflt remain firmly
on the ground. Clearance of paperwork
and re-registration should only ta'ke a few
days, SQ with luck the tug should be ,in
use before thll end of April.

As far as flying is concerned, conditions
have s'lowly improved through February
and March. Om Saturday, March 16, Ron
Sandford found wave Ito the west of the
club and took the Std Cirrus 242 up to
16400ft-we're keeping our fingers cros
sed that it's a Diamood for Ron.

The last week in March, which was
superb last year, saw the trailers rolling
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Glidervvork
Cof A OVERHAULS and REPA:I:RS
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I Husbands BQsworth Airfield, Near Rugby
. TB/: IJlusbands BOllworth ;3 7 5 I

northwards to the SGU at Portmoak but
the gliders never came out.

Std Libelle 238 carried Milte Davies
down to Tarrant Rushton to give him
Silver distance plus on Sunday, April 14.
Several Bronze legs have been ftOWl'l

recently, there were numerous conversions
and lulia Harris went solo ill the Swallow
on Malch 3.

The summer Courses have started with
our own Tim Bradbury again in full
control.

R.A.R.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVEIlSITY

The first soaring of the year was Oil

February 3 at Duxford but it wasn't unli!
FebrualY 23 that genuine soaring again
took place. (We have a curious system
whereby any flight over 10min counts as
soaring, regardless of the fact that a good
winch launch can give 15min without even
a twitl:h of up.) On this date several
pilots new for an hour or more.

Cross-countries traditionally begin here
in Apnil, but on March! tileI'll was pro
nounced streeting in the strong winds as
well as strongconllection. Stephen Long
land did a conservative out-and-return of
WOkm a'long the streets whilst Desmond
Pearce, in a more original frame of mind,
did a crDsswind out-and-return of l46km.

Also during March ooe of our J'lilots
got his C during his first so'lo in the T-21
and later in the day, when converted to
the Swallow, managed a Bronze I·eg. There
were other excitements in March induding
a bungey expedition to Crossfell.

April has produced three Silver dis
tance flights so far, aH to Dunstable
although Val ~endle deliberately over·
shot by 40km and landed near Bicester,

S.N.L.

COTSWOLD

The banning of Sunday fly.ing at the height
of our miseries, plus the uncertain econo
mic future, pushed the committee into
selling our Skvlark 2 to reduce a high
priced overdraft.



Those lucky enough to have a glider
handy when wave visited us on January
19 were: able to whisk themselves up to
3500ft for some unexpected soaring. Dick
Goldup gained his first Bronze C leg with
,an hour in wave.

Another cheerful note in our winter was
the series of lectures, particularly the even
ing Tom Bradbury spoke on Pilot's
Me:eorology. This really was a classic.

Thanks to the hard work of a few
members, the three K-7s and the K-6E
have had their Cs of A and are fettled
for the season. The first eross"country of
the year was a 60km triangle by 'fim
Macfadyan.

J.D.H.

CORNISH

As thc poor weather conditions continucd
into early spring, gloom began to set in.
Even our NW facing ridge has only been
useable on a couple of ocCasions this year,
although this has meant time available
to work on tl~e clubhouse extension.

It came as a welcome relief to have
such good conditions over the Easter week
end. On the Sunday, Dave Pentecost found
wave in the north-easterly, something he
failed to do at Shobdon earlier this month.
And the following day was equally good;
one after another gLiders deserted the
airfield to make the most of the, seabreeze
front formed over Truro and to get the
first real thermalling practice of the season.
Some climbs ()f 6 to Skts were reported.

D.E.P.

COVENTRY

The soaring season started earlier than
previous years with several cross-countries
completed in March.

\Vally Mason, however, suffered an un
pleasant time when he landed his K-6 in
a very large fie'ld some miles south of HR.
He made the customary approach to the
farmer to apologise and to ask permission
to have his crew de-rig the glider. The
farmer ,refused the crew's .entry into the
field and, in ,fact, denied the removal of
the glider altogether until the field had
dried out.

Taking ,the English climate into con
sideration this could have taken months.
After. several hours of negotiation and
reasoning, the farmer even~ually gave
permission for the removal of the g:Jider
but t,he crew had to carry each bit over
200yds ,to the trailer outside the field. This
situation obviously called for a great deal
of tact and diplomacy and the pilot could
have ended up in a very embarrassing
position.

After a long while of very hard work.
and infinite patience, the Goovier has made
its maiden flight having been completely
rebuilt. Four flights later LOll Glover is
quoted as being "extremely satisfied" with
its progress.

The Easter weekend brought a spate of
good cross-count,ries. Several got to
Nympsfield and Eric Lambert achieved his
Silver distance. He said he'd ,rather have

done i't ,in the Swallow but as one wasra't
available he did it in his Kestrel instead.

The balloon syndicate has been formed
at HB and a new balloon has arrived. The
first flight produced a cross-country flight
of about io miles and thcy landed near
Bubbenhall.

V.M.G.

OERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE
Our Swallow has gone to a new home in
Lincolnshire and another link with
Slingsby has been severed, this being the
first time we have been without a Slingsby
aircraft in the club fleet.

The annual dinner·dance was well
attcnded and greatly enjoyed. We have a
number of new members and their ranks
should swell with the courscs, starting in
May. Task week is fast approaching and
the perimeter road construction has
begun at the south end of our site with
Peter 'Gray and John Bradwell hard at
work.

Our AGM was at the end of March but
there were no major changes.

P.H.

DONCASTER & DISTRICT
The new Bocian has arrived at last and is
in use for advanced training and solo
flying. Our K-B is being reserved ,for
ab-initio training' and tbe M-lOOs can now
be flown by pilots wiLhout Bronze Cs.

It is with regret that we lose Hetly and
John Ashmore who are emigrating to
South Africa. John, a recently qualified in
structor and tug pilot, ran the bar and
Detty organised the club catering and
evening COurses. They will be sadly missed.

S.P.U.

Solid State Glider Radio Tele.':
phones, single channel, 130.4,
MHz A.M. complete with'
Mi,crophones, units powered
from Glider's 12v battery.

£95,00+ VAT
Car Radio Telephones:
Murphy 820 das'h I'nount fi rst

grade £45.00+ VAT.
Murphy 820 dash mount

second grade £35.00+VAT.
Murphy 960 dash mount first

grade £65.00+VAT.
Murphy 960 dash mount

second grade £45.00+VAT,,'
Murphy 960 boot mount first,

grade with new control
units. £70.00+VAT.

Murphy 960 boot mount
second grade with llsed con
trol, units. £45.00+ VAT.

First grade units are supplied' with
new Microphones.

New 960 units availab.le 12f k/c
RPacing suitab'le for business Radio
Telephone application. Price on

application.
ElECTECHNIQUES

Sel$ley. $troud, Glos.
Telephohe: 045-36-3129

ESSEX
Pressure Qf work has, forced Graham
Martin to ret,ire from the demanding job
as our CFI. We are all sor,ry t6 lose
Graham who has managed to maintain a
hIgh level of enthusiasm for training ab
initios, while at the same time encourag
ing early solo pilots to p,rogress through
the badges to pundetry. Graham's job has
been taken over by our depu,y CFI, Mike
Throssell. Mike is well-known in the glid
ing world and we are fortunate to have
such a worthy S\1ccessor. Mike has ap
pointed Peter Bartle as deputy CFI, an
other member Qf our stalwart team of
instructors whose ranks have now been
swelled by Chris Nicho!as.

Our Easter tasks weekend was yet again
marred by the weather but even so many
pilots made a supreme effort, most notable
of these beiog Tony Mainwaring (SHK)
who managed to complete his task after
everybody ,else had paCked their aircraft
away. Tony was awarded the Easter Cup
for his determination and his syndicate,
being overall winners of the weekend
tasks" were the fii'st winners of our new
Easter troplly shield. Other trophies were
presented to Mike Jeffries for his flight
in his Pirat, and to John McElarney (Oly
463) who managed to complete his task
when all others failed,a particularly good
effort since Ihis was his first cross-country.

P.F.McE.

ESSEX & SUFFOLK
The club expedition took the K-6, K-6E.
SHK and Skylark. to Aboyne at the end
(If March, but the wave failed to put in an
appearance.

. Our most experienced P2. Roger Stone,
has l"ecently gone solo and the following
day, to prove his point, soared for 40min
to gail1l his C. Spring thermals have given
us several I hr Bronze legs, plus longer
flights.

Jack Dil'kin, our technical man, has
worked long hours on Cs of A for the
club K-6 and K-2. Jack., who nearly al
ways seems to be found under a heap of
tools, pots of paint and brushes, emerges
for a quick circuit aQ,d then disappears
under the' debris again.

On EastC'r Monday we invited members
of the pUblic to have a look at the club
activities and our glider force. Our K-7
and K-2 were kept busy until dusk on
trial flights and Ralph Brooker did aero
batics in the K-6cR.

c.C.S.

HIGHlAND
A ousy two months for us, though flot
s>pectacular as far as flying goes. Geor-ge
Hobben gained his Silver height and we
have two new solo pilots, Bob JamiesoI1
and John McFarlane.

The winch is at last finished and giving
exceHent, smooth launches. Our particular
thanks for this t() Bill Min and Chris,
McCrae. With RAF Fulmar we are shar,ing
a Falke, kindly loaned by lan Jamieson,
which 'we are finding invaluable for field
land,ing practice and trips to Ben Aigan
when the hill is work.ing.
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SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
On REPAIRS, we can offer an unrivalled

service.

Soaring Systems variometers.

Detachable Brunswick type total energy units
in stainless steel.

4 and 6 way airline connectors-all alloy.

Wing sealing tape.

Leave your gliider secure. We can supp'ly a
lockable panel that fits ,into the standard
D/V panel hole.

Sheepskin cockpit seats to fit most sailplanes.
EB62 and EB69 parachutes in stock.

These are just a few of the items from our
stock. Plus, of course, most instruments
you may require.

Schempp-Hirth sailplanes
We ,are sole U.K. agents for:
Janus-G.R.P. high performance 2-seat sail-

plane.
Nimbus 11 and Motor Nimbus
Open Cirrus
Standard Cirrus

Contact us for price and del,ivery dates.

Southern Sailplanes, Membury Airfield, Lambourn,
Berks. Tel: Lambourne 71774 li

LaMBARD Shipping & Forwarding ltd

Head Office: ESSEX HOUSE. 375/377 HIGH STREET. STRAlIFORD E15 40Z
TELEPHONE: 01-534 3753/3970 TELEX: 897841

WE TAKE UP CHALLENGES BY ROAD AND SEA AS YOU DO BY AIR

• * Let us transport your goods to any destination throughout the wor'ld.

* Regular services to all CONTINENTAL COUNTRIES and container shipping to
CANADA. USA and AUSTRALASIA

* Persona1 service by experienced staff who are available to help you w~th any
queries or problems.

Branches at Manchester: Ashburton Road East, Manchester M17 1:SB
Telephone: 872 7061-4 Telex: 667946

Hull: 5-6 Wellington Street. Hull
Telephone: 224418-9 Telex: 527281
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David Savile, tbe actor, in the launch queue at Dunstable in the syndicate Pilatus he shares with nine others. David was "Num
ber One"ln last year's successful TV Warship sel'ies Ilnd is now making further episodes. Photo: Shella Young

We held the alinual dinner in February
w~th RAF Fulmar and presented the
Hendry Dyce cup for the best gain of
height to Tim O'Donovan, CFl, for his
19000ft Diamond height at the end of
December, and the Alasdair Raffan cup
for the most meritorious flight to Hendry
Dyce for his site r~opd breaking flight
of 23000ft last July.

AA official reciprocal membership now
exists between the Deeside Club at Aboyne
and the Highland Club, a situation which
should benefit us all.

R.E.T.

IMPERIAL COLLEGE
We have been quite active since our notes
last appeared. Mike Alexander and Pete
Jenkins both completed their Silver Cs late
last summer. The expedition to Aboyne in
the autumn was a great success with six
Gold C heights. The highest, by Geoff
Gentry, was to 175OOft. We must thank
the Cambridge University Club for the
loan of their tug during the expedition.
This trip also provided the first ever Im
perial College entries to the National
Ladder.

Last October's annual intake of aspir
ing aces contained an unusually high num
ber of members with some previous flying,
experience, two with I3ronze Cs and two
\vith £urrent PPLs. Hopefully this win
lead to a higher utilisation of the single
seater and more frying achievements in
the future. BQb Simpson was the first of
this year's ab-initio pilots to' go solo.

The annual dinner was a great success.
Our guest speakcr, Roger fiarrett, had
many amusing tales about the World
Championships.

Thanks to Dave West, Dave Kent, Ian
Parker and sundry voluntcerS, the Cs of
A were completed well before the soaring
season. A new private syndicate' has been
formed with an Olympia 463 and is in
cluded in the club's folll' entries for the
Lasham Regionals. This year's committee
has been elected with Nigel Leak as tap
tain.

A.P.P.

KENT

There ate two new syndicates at Challock;
Terry Braxton's two-seater syndicate have
bought a K-13 and another new group
have a Dart 17R.

March produced some good soaring
wea'ther, botll ridge and thermal, and
Dave Harris did his Silver duration on the
ridge.

On the last day of March a NE wind,
blowing down our ridge at about 15kts,
gave us wave just downwind of the site
a'bout 40oofl. Most of the club !leet made
use of it, many of them flying downwind
from winch launches knowing that if they
didn't make contact at around 500ft they
would have to land out.

The day resulted ill Silver duration for
Col in Baincs in his K-6 and Jeff Owens
in his Diy 28. Jeff, who was not wearing
a watch, landed after 6hrs thinking he
had done three. Peter Howland flew the
c1u'b Swallow for 1thrs for a Bronze leg,
all three pilots having their first taste of
wave.

Our CFI Roy Hubble is organising our
first task w,eek at the end of July and
Judging by 'the encouraging number of
efiTries, everybody seems to be very eFlthu
siastie.

C.B.

LONDON

Thel'e is 1i ttle to, report ,on the flyililg side,
the only flight of note being a 14000ft gain
of height for a Gold C leg 'by Brian Dav,ies
in Yorkshire. Wc have managed to
weather the fuel shortage by a cutback
in acrotowing, and doing more winchin~

than last year.
The arrival of a Caproni two-seatcr

during March heralded the first hot ship
of its type at Dunstable. The aircraft has
proved ,itself easy to handle, but it re
quires our M'inerva tug to get it rolling.

The winter has seen the clearance of
thombushes below our bungev point.
:Iargely achieved by Charles Ellis .and

crew. We have decided to sell a large
piece of land on the hill to the Bedford
County Council, but not without reten
tion of permanent rights to launch. gliders
from the top in our fenced-off section
plus permission to charge for parking dur
ing air displays.

There have been a number of staff
changes. Renee and Martin Harmandian,
after many happy years with us, have
departed to start a restaurant business in
Eaj,jn~. Members had 'il party for them and
w,e shall all miss them very much. Their
places have been taken by Mr and Mrs
Humphries.

Derek Sear is now <leputy CFl, while
Barry Foster has moved into the profes
sional bracket and been taken on as
summer course ~nstructor. Our summer
resident tug pilot is Bob Lyons.

Regrettably, and for the first time in
14yn, t!"lis news section ends on a sombre
note. John Bentley, a member for just over
a year, was tragically killed in an accident
just before Easter, flying his recently
acquired Pirat. He leaves a wife and four
children, and we wish to offer our sincere
condolences to John's relatives and
friends.

M.P.G.

MI'DLAND
An important sale of land at. our end of
the Mynd took plaee as the season began,
and the club sllcceeded in acquiring severa!
of the lots adjacent to the relatively smal'l
area which we already owned. The cost
was considerable, but \\,e are nevertheIesS
very pleased with this significant exten
sion to our freehold and all that it means
in improving the security of our fut1!lre
operation.

This year marks the club's 40th anni'
versary, and a,t the dinner-dance OA
March 30 our guests were Philip and
Kitty Wills and Mrs Hardwick, widow of
Espin Hardwick who brought the club
into 'being ~n 1934 and who secured our
present site. Awards and trophies' were
presented as follows: ,the Hardwick
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(longest out-and-return) and the ladder,
John Brenner; the Siam (longest flight)
Don Brown; the Sheffield (best height)
Mike Horan; the Neill (best ab-initio)
Roy Witton and the Maxam (club effort)
Marjorie Hobby.

We could have wished for better con
ditions at Easter - the east winds were
neither pleasant nor productive of good
soaring. Even so, wave was in evidence
early on Easter Sunday morning, and was
contacted by the first few pilots who took
an angled launch from the hangar mouth.
Just before the easterly pattern estab
lished itself, David L1oyd-Roach had the
exasperating experience of completing
4thrs of his 5hrs before dying hill lift
forced him in.

Finally, congratulations to chairman
Keith Mansell on his election as BGA
vice-chairman. With BGA and MGC
duties (the recent land purchase not least)
the sport is taking substantial amounts of
his time.

W.J.T.

NORFOLK

Thirty years ago when the B-24s of the
"MightySth" were stationed at our air
field, an extension of the control building
was used as a recreation room for the
Liberator fliers. This building, now semi
derelict, still survives as a recreation room
for glider fliers.

After years of discussion about this
clubhouse, we have decided to buy
nnother structure - actually redundant
from a club in the south - and also IQ
install water and drainage. Fund raisinA
plans incltlde a dance, an organ recital
and an open day on August Bank holiday.

We offered to run a course for school
children again this year - and promptly
collected 100 instant inquiries, of whom
the first dozen started trajning during the
Easter holiday.

To encourage cross-country flying, a
task week has been arranged for
April )9 - May 5 and a club ladder was
initiated on April 1.

C.E.H.

OXFORD

February and' early .March provided good
soaring. On March 3 Steve Evans did the
first cross-country of the year when he
flew the· new syndicate Olympia 463 to
Lasham for his Silver C distance.

Considerable changes have occurred
during the winter to the number' and types
of gliders based at Weston. Confused
observers may be forgiven if they thought
an elabol"3te game of musical gliders had
been going on. lan March sold his Pirat
to the dub and this slots in as a fairly
ear.ly solo machine. It is hoped that the
second K-l3 will be freed for advanced
training. The faithful Skylark 2 moves on
to new airspace.

Two new syndicates have formed with
1In Olympia 28 and an Olympia 463. The
75 syndicate have acquired a Phoebus 17
and their K-6E passes on to Dave Roberts.
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Easter provided some good soaring in
spite of strong easterly winds. This
enabled the more experienced pilots to
put the new Pirat throu&h its paces and
the newly converted Skylar,k 3 pilots to
discover the joys of ISm flight.

J.R.

SHROPSHIRE

Mid-March saw the latest addition to our
flock, the Kestrel 19 belonging to Nick
Carr and lohn Jefferson.

Congratulations are due to Alan Levi's
grandfather, Arthur }ones, on gaining his
Silver distance from Sleap in his K-6 in
difficult conditions. Well done, Arthur.

April 14 produced some excellent soar
ing conditions with Neil Mackay dis
appearing with the K-6 for 5hrs and trips
of up to 3hrs being commonplace.

Our good friends the Shropshire Aero
Club have offered us the services of the
Cessna 172 as a standby tug should our
venerable old Terrier have an off-day or
have to go to the menders.

n.v.

SOUTHDOWN

We are busy planning the move to our
new site. The clubhouse is up to first floor
level and' we hope to be installed by the
nl'1(( issue of S & G.

The first quarter's flying has been three
outstanding soaring weekends. At the end
of February two of our youngest mem-

Norfolk.'i task. week.

bers went solo and there was a Silver C
height and distance. Bob Burns distin
guished himself by getting his 5hrs the
day after he acquired a share in the Oly
2n. Easter weekend saw a number of our
younger members queueing up to get their
thrs in the club Swallow and Peter Atkin
managed to complete his Bronze C.

Peter Champion has just had a book
published on the trials and tribulations
of the aspiring glider pilot. It is called
Glider Pilot but Peter, who is also a gifted
aviation artist, wanted a question mark
after "Pilot" and was sor,ry the publishers
wouldn't agree.

S.E.

SOUTH WALES

We are grateful for Shobdon's hospitality
in welcoming visitors from Usk, plus our
K-) 3, during the time we were water
logged.

A hopeful lead up to the Usk wave
week came on SahHday, March 23 when
Lyn and Malcolm, launched from ShoO.
don in one of our K-13s, used wave to
get to and from Oswestry. Meanwhile the
other K-13 launched at Usk was taken by
Andrew and Cliff to a no oxygen limited
t2000fl. The coincident timing caused much
speculation about distance potentials from
Usk as the startinp.: point northwards
usinjt west wave conditions.

A complete reversal occurred for the
Usk wave week with a change to easterly
winds. However, thermal soaring was
achieved on the Tuesday while on Thurs·



.day two of the VIsItors and Iyor, hill
soared the Pontypool-Abergayennyarea.
On the following Sunday the impossible
happened with wave from an easterly
·direction; although somewhat chopped-up
with the thermal activity, the wave gave
heights of 4000ft. It finally disappeared in
the mid-afternoon and left behind yet
another soaring potential at Usk.

D.J.E.

STAFFORDSHIRE

We are gradi.lally using take.off and land
ing runs which wouldn't haye been poss
ible a year ago. East wind days are no
longer an anathema and pilots flying in
these conditions haye been intrigued by a
workable looking ridge which has so far
been out of reach. Further work oJi the
field is planned this spring to open up
new landing areas.

The soaring season start.ed at the end of
March when John Howle in the BG-135
-::limbed to 2800ft in lOkts and Joe
Malkin gained his second Bronze leg.

A dedicated band, led by Bob WiJshaw
.are fund raising and busy completing th~
..:Iubroom while another group is con
6tructil1g a diesel winch.

F.B.

SURREY & HANTS

The first weekend in March shook the
dust from the trailers and rust off the
pins. Rob Johnson completed his Silver
C distance to Shoreham and among the
1500km flown that weekend, Chris Garton
went to Daventry and back - 250km. A
fortnight later, Guy Ballard. our staff
towcar driver. also flew to Shoreham ,for
his distance - 6Skm at 60km/h.

Since that first burst of activity the
haze and poor soaring conditions haye
kep't .~ost pilots I?cal and Easter, ahhough
provldmg the sprmg easterlies of "Perran
porth or Bust" fame, didn't ·come up to
scratch thermalwise. Still there was an
excellent party and some rather improb
able looking 600km flight plans were
drawn-up, providing endless discussion
concerning the minimum cloudbase
needed to cross the Black Mountains or
Snowdon!

C.D.L

IplGGOTTS
SUPPLIERS TO THE AIRCRAFT

INDUSTRY

Windcones-manufacturf,d in Min of
Oefenc(l Hypalon. also Nylon and
Cambric.
All National & Advertising Flags &

11 Banners. -
Canvas covers for ell requirements.
Flagstaffs-supplied & erecled in
Steel-AI uminium- Fibreglass-Timber

I UJ'••flle fot fUflher details to
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO lIMliTED
Stanford Rivers Ongar Essex CM5 9PJ.

Tel. 027 763262

TRENT VALLEY
We are now firmly estllblished al Kirton
in-Lindsey, Lincs, with our hangar com
pleted and in use, thanks to George
Nelson and his helpers. Ol,lr aircraft now
stay Oll site', rigged in the hangar after a
flying day.

Wilh our twin drum system safely
through the early proying stages, it looks
like an systems go for the soaring season.
We have reports of a few extended flights
in .early thermic conditions, such as Dave
Bensted with 55min in the Olympia 2.

P.F.S..

ULSTEiR & SHORTS
Never was otherwise brilliant weather so
roundly cursed as at Easter when the
club went to Magilligan beach only to
wast in superb anti-cyclonic weather of
such stabil'ty that, ia general, 9Aly circuit
bashing was possible.

The weekend marked the emtry into club:
service of our first two-seater to use the
heach - a well-used Capstan purchased
from West Wales. This waS shipped on the
Fishguard-Rosslare ferry and only just
made it for Easter, for when Joe Taggart
went to collect it on Good Friday he was
asked for £14G refuadable dUly by the
Irish Customs. They would not accept an
uncertified cheque; Ihe Banks were closed
so loe was unable to get his certified, but
by dint of a mis-spent youth and consum·
mate charm was able to borrow £140 in
reat greenies from a trusting Dublin pub
lican.

The Capstan supplements our B!anik
to increase our training capacity, though
it will also be IUsed as a solo and mutual
soaring machine by established pilots. Its
ability to go 10 the beach - where we
neyer take the all-melal D1anik - will
enable us to show our students ridge,
thermal and wave soaring at their Irish
best.

The K-6E, which we won in the Wills
competition back in 1968. has emerged
from its first full refurbishing and respray
ill brilliant form.

The AGM at the end of March pro
duced a few changes. Lawrence McKelvie
resigned. the secretaryship, to be replaced
by Dob Rodwell, and Joe Tagll.art became
ground organiser to be succeeded as tech
nica:1 officer by Bob Cochrane.

RRR.

WYOOMDE AIR PARK
As. an a\!l-aerotow site we were very
relieved when the Sunday ban on aerD
towin~ was lifted, as this was seriously
effecting our 9peralions - this is the first
year when we have not had a Silver C
completed before March, and in contrast
,to 1973, when sheer numbers forced us
la restrict membership and introduce a
waiting list, this year we are short of
ab-initios.

On the brigh.ter side, however, we have
achieved severail record flights. We have

stolen the Douglas Trophy from Lasham
with a record distance of 1566km in three
flights by lustin Wills, Laurie Beer and
"Rocky" Stone. lustin Wills also won the
Wakefield CUp for a flight of 560km.

L10yd Forsey, having sworn to get his
Gold distance by the end of 1973, finally
achieved this ambition on December 31
with a flight which also earned him his
Di~mond goal (although he "chea'ted" by
gomg to S-outh Africa ,to get it'!) Laurie
Deer and Chris Leo both gained ·their
Diamond height at Aboyne. making a
total of five Diamonds achieved by their
syndicate Std Libelle in a year, which
must be a record in itself.

I.M.C.W.

SERVICE NEWS

ANZUK (Singapore RN)
We draw our members from the Austra
lian, New Zealand and UK armed forces,
plus eligible civilians ill Singapore. But
our continued existence Isn't altogether
certain at the moment. Our CFI, John
Griffin, leaves for the UK this month and
ther~ isn't a Service replaoement in sight.
"Willy" Wilton-Iones wlll briefly take
over, but isn't certain he will be staying
in Singapore longer than lune. It alsQ
loo'ks as though we will be losing our
glider haogarage.

Our fleet is made up of a T-21, T-31
and a Swallow, plus part-time use of a
privatefy owned Tutor. The winch engine
finally expired bu t thanks to efforts of
Philip Stiling and helpers it is back in
service.

Our flying area and height is very re
'stricted-2000ydsf2500ft-but despite this
we enjoy our flying and there ate many
people working hard 10 try and ensure
the continua,tion· of the club.

Visiting pilots, prospective members and
interested onlookers are always welcome.
We fly from SAF Sembawang every week
end and public holiday. The airfield is
about two miles north of the village of
Nee Soon, temporary membership costs
$1 and each launch or 15min airt'ime costs
$1. At the current rate o'f exchange, $1
equals 16p which must make ,it the cheap
est. flying anywhere in the world.

M.G.S.

DICESTER (RAFG:SA CENTRE~

Soaring really got under way in March
and the first 5hrs of the year Was done by
Pete Saundby in the Pilatus. The first
attempt at a Silver C cross·-country leg
was on Easter Sunday when Richard
Mayer in the K-S and Pete Webster in
the K-6oR were' tasked to Upavon.
Richard reached the other side of Marl
b0rough and went far enough, but if we
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C.F.I. Derek Johns:>n
YATELEY 873747 (Management) 872152 ,(Operations)

THRIEE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED

Blackbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey
(ON A30 TRUNK ROAD - 45 MINS. FROM LONDON)

Special Courses for Glider 'Pilots to obtain
Pri,vate Pilot's Licence
Silver C conversion from [90
Normal Courses for Private Pilot's Licence
Instructors Courses
Night Flying - Instrument Flying - RIT
Frasca Flight Simulator
Board of Trade Approved Courses 35 hours
Residential Courses available
Licensed Bar. Diners Club Credit Cards accepted
Barclaycards and Access cards accepted

had ail award for the near miss of the
year Pete would no doubt get it because
he landed I km short. Weather-wise the
Easter weekend was mixed and only
Sunday cO\lld be classed ;lS a good day
with about Shrs of thermal activity.

The glass-fibre fleet is now much in
evidence and all four are entered for
various competitions this season. Andy
Gough and John Glossop are flying in
the Nationals and Tony Simms, who has
left us on posting, is borrowing the Std
Libelle for tbe same competition. Pete
Abbey also left about the same time
for Hendon, but we still see him at week
ends. Fam and Rcn NewaU are returning
from Germany in July and as they are
~oing to a nearby RAF station, we will
~ave them with us once more.

The expedition to Sutton Bank was not
very successful from a wave soaring point
of view.

A.E.B.

CLEVELANDS/HAMBLETONS
IRAF Dishforth)

As (one of) Britain's best wave sttes it
is about time that Dishforth had a write
lip. Not that we feel forgotten - sitting
at lOOOOft. plus watching glider trailers
battling up the AI to the far north is a
pleasant way of passing a weekend.

To recap, two clubs tlperate from this
site - one RAF (CleveIands) and one
civilian (Hambletons, plus Leeds Univer
sity). Fleets comorise Std Ci'rrus, K-6E,
K-3, Swallow, B1anik, K-4 and T-21
(C1evelands), with the civvies making do
with an Oly 419, Oly 2n, T-53, T-21 plus
the instructors' deli~ht, a T-3l. Private
gliders comprise a Pilatus B-4, Dart 1fR
and f5, K.7, Bergfalke and "team gipsy"
- two BO-135s.

1973 was an eventful year, as the
statistics show. ThIs is due. as in most
clubs, to the sheer hard work of the core

of regulars, headed by CFI Barry Nowell.
The wave bas been kind to us and we

have had some good thermal days 
remembering that we are basically a
weekend only site, 43 Silver, 37 Gold and
two Diamond legs can't be bad.

March 3 was the big day with ten Gold
and eight Silver heights. It has been 'known
for empty gliders to be on the line with
the duty instructor shouting "anyone want
a Gold height?" Sl;veral courses were
run during the year ,to provide a healthy
flow of ab-initio and new solo members.

Notable departures during the year in
cluded Neil Stagg and Cobb Ball, both
10 Germany, where we note that Neil is
CH at Briiggen. Arrivals include Con
Greaves, whose experience will be most
welcome. We have several neW instruc
tors, including a batch in _February who
have had the Andy Gough treatment at
Bicester. George McLean, the new
Hamb'letons chairman, i's still talking with
bated breath of his dual aerobatics trip.

N.B.

CHILTERNS
CRAF Weston-'on-the-Green t
Almost everyone was caught out during
the first weekend in March includinc;
Nick Nicholts who nearly completed his
300km triangle. All he needed was one
more therma.l but unfortunately had to
land near Swindon.

The Aboyne expedition in March had
limited success. Only one day produced
good wave and then it was great. Eight
pilots inc1udin~ Bob Sheffield, Charlie
Wiggins and Geoff Millward from Chil
tems went to more than Diamond height.
There were also two Gold claims.

Another p,lider has appea.red on the
site - a Doppelraab. It's a bit like a
vintage K-4 and should fly soon after
being revamped.

G.M.

CRANWELL (RAFGSAt

Recent weeks have seen much work donC'
in the hangar. The K-7 now looks almost
as good as new after its recovering and the
SF-26 has at last joined the fleet after
major surgery to tho wingpins.

Jim Bond's winch has been working
well for several weekends and he is noW'
busy on a cable-retrieve vehicle while t,he
rest of us are rebuilding a trailer that was
'blown over and virtuany written off.
Meanwhile, in the corner of the hangar,
yet another "hand-finished by Delafield"
Kestrel is taking shape.

Grahaeme Haggar and Keith Watson are
.at present on instructor courses and we
hav,e had our first Bronze leg of the
SeaSOl) flown by Simon Roberts.

STEW.

EAGLE (Detrnold)

The Eagle Gliding Club isn't dead-we
have just been too busy to write. 1973 was
very successful. We iust failed to reach the
previous year's record launch figures but
set a new record ,in hours with 949 and
a cross-country mileage of 6700kms. Pos
sibly even more important, we made a
good profit.

The highlight of the season was A'lan
Sommerville's 500km to complete his three
Diamonds in our newly acquired Phoebus
17. It was done in the Alps on a day the
experts said waS impossible. He is nbw the
only Army holder of three Diamonds.

Two 300km out-and-returns were lI:own
in the Alps by Martin Hardy and Tony
Clark to complete their Gold C. James
Adair got his Gold C distance and Dia
mond goal in Germany. Other successeS
include 26 first solos, 27 Bronze C legs
and 14 Silver C legs. This rather made up
for our poor showing in the BAOR
Championships organised by Jeremy
Wheeler.

The club Reet now consists of K-7, K-13,
K-) (yes 3 not 4), Swallow, K-S', Oly 463,
K-6E and the Phoebus. We are trying tQ
get a Falke to ease the two-seater work
load. Sixteen members went solo on a
successful beginners' course led by Howard
Jarvis, and an expedition to a ridge site
resulted in pilots mastering the art of
landing in 30kt crosswinds.

During the year we lost a lot of stal
warts who are sadly missed. Our chair
man Jeremy Wheeler has returned to the
UK. Peter Williams is back in the iob
and even having to write these notes! Alan
Sommerville remains as eFI with Ann
Wolf as secretary; Howard Jarvis, DCFI;
Rex Parkin3son, treasurer; and Ray
Washer in charge of ground equipment.

We broke the record for launches and
hours flown for January and February,
had IOkt thermals in March and look for
ward to a crackillp, good season with the
equipment in excellent form. We have the
BAOR Championships at Detmold in June
and plan an expedition in July to Zen am
Sce, in Austria.

P.W.
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FENLAND (RAF Marham)

Since our last write-up the most notice
able achievement is a large growth in
members'hip following a recent recruiting
<:ampaign. This has had the effect of
balancing the club, after being top heavy
for several months. Our members come
from all the local RAF stations includ
ing an ever growing contingent from ,the
American bases. Three of the Americans
succeeded in going solo in March.

Our trip to SUllon Bank enabled Mick
Hall and Andy Hilton to complete their
Silver Cs and Jeff Bawden his first Bronze
leg with a /light of 4hrs 34min. )Later he
went on to get his other Bronze leg and
Silver duration.

Dave Wood has Jeturned to the club
after spending a frustrating tltree months
with the Cold Lake Soaring Club in
Alberta, Canada. Eight feet of snow pre
vented flying the entire time he was there.

D.W.

KESTREL (RAF Odiham)

Hard work in the coM puddle-filled hangar
was the order last winter and we have
taken to the a,ir in shiny new painlwor]c.
The greater proportion of the work was
done by GOt'don Berry, Pete and Briony
Richie with Ian Symms d{)ing most on our
463, now numbered 612.

We have overCome the stortage of in
structors and wel'come' Don Webber as
the DCFI with three old timers, Pam
Davis, Dan Dare and Pete Andrews, fresh
from the Bicester course.

Now with plenty of new students coming
along, all we need is gOQd weather and
we will crack last year's average of 73
launches per flying day.

R.D.

PORTSMOUTH (RI\IGSM

Our first ever ab-inilio course got off to a
great slart on AprD 16. All three club
two-seaters were sharing the same thermam
at one. time at 3500ft over the Solent - a
fairly rare occurrence at the best of times
but particularly welcome as an introduc
tion for new members.

The AGM on March 29 was held for the
first time in the clubhouse, r.ecently fitted
with a bar. Nigel Tovey was awarded the
Corner cup for the best ab-iflilia and
Porel "Topsy" Turner Ihe GQodhart
tl'Opny for the best all-round club
member.

We' are looking forward to making good
use of our bar to celebrate our 25th
anniversary. We were formed on May 31,
1949 when the Siskin and Collingwood
Gliding Club combined with the RN glid
ing unil of the RN Scientific Service,
which has experimented with gliders 011
aircraft carriers.

We have a very good liaison with the
Army Gliding Club at Upavon who
kindly allow us to invade them when
cycle meetings at Lee-on-Solent airfield
prevent us from tlying. We look forward
to meeting many old ,friends again this
year.

Finally, we all wish Lt Cd'r "Bunny"
Hale, Lt John Dransfield and FH Lt
Eddie Best, RAF, every success in the
Inter-Services ChampiOl'lships.

R.F.L.

WREKIN (RAF Cosford)

We held a successful course during Feb
ruary for a contingent from the St John
MOGre's army barracks in Shrewsbury.
Nine out of 16 boys went sol{) .and some
have returned for fur,ther training.

Our newest instructor, Frank "Paddy"
Kennedy, claims "Jim's po!'; this seaSon

for the first hour's soaring from a winch
launch and has recently completed his
Si1ver C. Graham Heady has his Silver C
distance and Andy Bould and Mick
Boydem their Bronze Cs.

The Pilatus trailer is now complete,
thanks mainly to Mick Osborne and Gary
Moore. We now have a new tug, another
Auster., our old tug being retired after
many years' service.

It is with regret we say goodbye to
"Polly" Parrol!, one of our instructors,
who has been posted to Germany.

The current task is a super tidy up
ready for the Inter-Services Champion
ships to be held here in May.

JAY.

SAILPLANE & ENGINEERING
SERViCeS UMJTED

Holmfield Road. Buxton
Derbyshire

Adjoining A53

Ring !:suxton 4365 NOW

C'S of A REPAIRS

REFINISHING

lIBELLE TRAILERS, FUSELAGE

TROLLEYS, RUDDER LOCKS,
WING COVERS

ALUMINIUM STEEL TUBE

TRAILERS FOR ALL TYPES

FIRST CLASS WORK AT THE

RIGHT PRICE

DONCASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES
CAN HEt.P yOU

YOU Will FIND US ON L1NESIDE INDUSTRIAL ES1AH.- NOT DON CASTER AIRFIELD
UK AGENTS FOR' TOST AND W1NTER EQUIPMEoNT

Sailplane Sales & Exchanges STEEt TUBE WELDING
GLASS-HBRE REPAI'RS

'OaAum' T,ransi'stor Ilnverters
IRELEASE HOOK TEST SERVICE Smalli Size. 12v. Inpul, Fused
OITFUR Et TOST HOOKS Matched to all types of horizon
RECONDll'IONED IBY POST (State type when ordering)

Large Stocks of Ply, Fabric, Tvres, Dope, etc.

The new "Supersafe" Tost Europa Hook now in stock

L1NESIDE INDUSTRIAl ESTATE. YORK ROAD. DQNCASTER
Telephone: 03()265381

N'ew & 'Used I'nstruments

'Winter' Instrument Stockists
BAROGRAPHS 10 km
VARIOMETERS ± 10 kts
COMPASSES
ASl's 0-140 kts
ACCELEROMETERS - SMALL
ALTIMETERS MK 19B
Py,E RADIO CAR SETS

ASl's
INNERTERS

BAROGRAPHS

ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS
SPERRY FERRANTI clw
'INVERTERS

ALTIMETERS Mk 19
HORIZONS
VABIO's

AM.

PHOENIX (RAF Bruggen)

We heralded the New Year with a great
increase in membership. From January 1
to April 7 we logged 2270 launches with
226hrs 40min /lying time, and ,this was
with 128 cable breaks. Congratulations
for first solo /lights to G. Watson R. Lash
Iey, M. Simmonds, F. Hall. M. Charletl
Green, J. Tobias, R. Thompson, T.
Honeybatl and D. Peden.

lerry Walrace has just got his full cate
gory bringing our strength to six, two
being welcome newcomers Terry Slater
and Tim Ould3. Tony North-Graves has
just returned from Bicester havin~ ,com
pleted the instructors' course to bring the
assistaAt category strenglh 10 four.

The old Caravan is going for scrap and
we have bought a new bus which we are
in the process of converting to a kitchen.
Plans are still going ahead for a new
glider and it now appears it may be a Std
Libelle.

Pat Warne has retired as social member
and is replaoed by Ron Cawthorne with
Roger Gard assisting.
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Advertisements, with remillance, should be
sent 10 Cheiron Press Ltd., 8/10 Parkway.
London, N.W.1. Tel. 01·267 1285. Rale
12p a word. Minimum £1.80. Box numbers
50p extra. Replies 10 flox numberJ should
be senl 10 the same address.

REPLOGLE BAROGRAPH
0-30.000 ft. Complete with calibration

chart and pressure sensitive papers.
£7

Strugnell Aviation Services
The Old Post, Well End. Bourne End.

Bucks.
Tel. Bourne End (062 85) 23458

(Evenings)

Windsocks. Wind Direction andSpeed
Instruments

Portable &. Permanent Runway Lights
Litas - Angle of Approach Indicators
Reflective Night Landing Systems and

Markers

Shorgard Airfield Accessories
Cross Road, Croydon, eR9 8EH

Telephone: 01- 688 6058

Mobile radio telephones 129.9/1304,
Pye Cambridge £65.

Murphy Rover £50. Ultra Valiant £35.
A FEW ONLY

Radio Communications Ltd.,
St Sampsons, Guernsey. C.I'.

Phone 472]8

J. S:W.'GLlDE CALcu'LATORS-:I
Eighteen models in stock; to suit
Grunau to Kestrel, new improved

construction; knots, mph or metric.
£1.75 (UK); £2.00 (Europe)

1

£2.20 elsewhere (air post paid)
11 Ga'axie Road Cowplain,

Portsmouth P0894T England, I

RADIOTELEPHONES. MUl'phy MR821.
130.4 and 129.9 with aerial, leads. £3~.00.

Pye Cambridge. 130.4 and 129.9 and 128.6
receive only (London Volmet). £75.00.
Finch. Tel: Peno 4483.

COMPLETE high performance competi
tion outfit comprising Kestrel ]9 with full
instrument panel including Dittel radio,
trailer, parachute, barograph. Kestrel has
done only 6hrs since new and is in perfect
condition. Price to include new C of A
and all necessary mods. £7500 or will sell
aircraft separately. Nick Goodhart, Lower
Farm, Inkpen, Newbury, Berks. Inkpen
297.

SHK Excellent condition, with T-Chute.
Dust Covers. "Basic Instruments. Easy
load Trailer. £3,800. Box No. S.G. 440

SUPER CUB 150 (G-BAFS), towhook,
full panel, 360 channel radio, engine
1200hrs left. C of A until December 1974.
Bryce-Smith, Cambridge 47725.

WEIHE Series 2 18m with a new trailer.
Full instruments. Superb soaring. C of A
April 1975. £1300. Phone Wilson, Leeds
781545.

IMMACULATE Chipmunk complete with
C of A and with towing hook. Nil hours.
Fully modified. £2950. Ready to fly. Hen
haren, Chesham 4851.

15-METRE Trailer available immediately.
2tyrs old, professionally built, well main
tained'. £400. Northampton 891271.

KESTREL 19 and trailer in perfect con
dition. £6750. Box No. SG 438.

FOUNTAINPEN sized receiver for air
craft and glider frequencies. Sae for details
J. Bodkin, 35 Chipperfield Road, Bovihg
don, Herts.

FOR SALE

T-49 CAPSTAN complete with instru
ments and C of A. G. Leat, 14 Northcote
Lane, Honiton.

PREFECT MKII and trailer £500 ono. C
of A till September 74. Recovered 71'.:/7:.;2..........
Tel: Cumbernauld 23945 (Eyenings).

NEW Trailer 28ft wooden, all extennal
fittings. Beautifully finished. Spare wheel,
etc. l7cwt axle. Will take all 15m, 17m and
Skylark 4, etc. £500 ono. Contact Staines
54084.

LIBELLE 201 B, new in 1973. One-third
share available at Booker. Fully equipped
for any task. £2000. Contact Laurie Beer,
Greentiles, High Street, Prestwood, Bucks.
Phone Evenings Great Missenden 3384.

FAUVETTE Belgian registration, instru
ments, trailer, fine condition, buyer col
lects in Belgium, £500. Tel: (01) 330 2969.

DART 17R. Quarter share available at
Wrekin, Cosford. Full panel, oxygen,
trailer, £800. Chester 36353.

SUPERB PILATUS B-4, instruments
and covered trailer. 14 months old. C of
A unlil April 1975. £4400 ono. Phone Bob
Smith, Gloucester 27076 or David Green
land, Brimscome 2858.

BLANIK L-13, all metal two-seater.
Built 1966. 700hrs. Painted yellowish
white. Interior Tectyl anti-corrosion
treated. Fully instrumented, both seats.
Contact: Goteborgs Segelftygklubb, Gyl
lenkrooksgatan 5, 412 56 Goteborg,
Sweden.

SERVICES

ULTRA PACKSET, two channels, 129.9
and 130.4 complete. 3 months' guarantee,
£100. Northolt 0]-864 3075.

ONE eighth share of K-13 syndicate based
Husbands Bosworth for sale. £425. Spreck
ley, Tin Lid, Buckden, Huntingdon. Tel:
Huntingdon 810446.

DART 15 METRE. New 10 year C of A.
Low Profile Trailer £2750 ono. Brennan,
Tel: Lower Shelton 404.

CAMBRIDGE mobile 130.4 £45. Panel
controlled Becker A7 £250. Sperry horizon
with inverter £50. Parachute £60. Ring
Perranporth 3316.

WHEN did you fa t pack your parachute?
Let our qualified packers re-pack yours
for £1.75. R.S.A. Parachute Club, Thrux
ton Airfield, Nr Andover, Hants. Tel:
Wcyhill 2124, .
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Dunkeswell Aerodrome
Honiton. Devon

Entry Forms from:
B. M. Broom,

Competition Director,
18 Church Hill Drive,

Leicester Forest East

To include :BGA Fee, Mem
ber Handbook, Aerotows

and V.A.T.

Devonshire Soaring
Club

Bristo,1 & Gloucestershire
Gliding Club

Welcomes private Qwners,
beginners and holiday members at
their unique site in the Cotswolds

Open 7 days per week

Why not ring the dub manager
on 045-386 3.42 or write to:

Bristol & GI'oucestershire
Gliding Club

N'yrnpsfleld,Stonehouse, Glos.
GL103TX

20th~28thJuly 1974

Entry Fee £45.00

MIDLAND REGIONAL
COMPETITION

Husbands Bosworth Airfiel'd

Te'l. LuppiU 643
or Ottery·St-Mary 2928

We are a new club on a well tried
site. offering both Aero and Auto
tow launch. High performance

I fleet, two Bilaniks and Standard I
Cirrus. Open seven days each
week, ring us at tile above for
details of, our five day course ,or :
make a booking fm your own
machine and be looked after with
the ole Devonian hospitality in a
glorious West Country st:Hrotlnd
ing. Write for brochure. Secr1etary,
22 Coleridge Road, Ottery-St-

Mary Ex 11-HD

Tuition Plus Full Boa~d and
Accommodation £75 p.w.

Novi,ces Welcome

.

Ballooning
Holidays

AERIAt .BAltOON CLUB
HOCKllFFE 585

P,rice on Applic'ation.

GLIDING SITES

Alternative Arrangements Possible

20,000

'l\I AV£ 15,000
12,000

10,000

VD U can do this
SOUTH WALES GLIDiNG CLUB

USK, MON.
CLUB HOUSE, BAR Tel. RAGLAN 636

PONTYPOOl 3131

PUBLICATIONS
"SOARINO"-official organ of the
Soaring Society of America. Edited by
Douglas Lamont. Address: Box: 66001,
Los Angeles, California 90066, USA.
Subscription: $8.00 outside USA; apply
to your post office for a form.

Put yourself in the Picture. Buy AIR
PICTORIAL each month for the world
air view in pictures and features, Reports
and photos of aircraft and sai!p'lanes,
military aviation news, spotters' note
book, etc. Price 25p from your newsagent
For free specimen copy send 5p in
stamps to Dept S.G., Seymour Press Ltd.
334 Brixton Road, London, S.W.9.

SLOPE SOARING with a radio control
model sailplane is a fascinating pastime
and a typical phase of aeromodelling.
Read about this and other aeromodelling
subjects ill Aeromodeller and Radio COn
trol Models and ElectroniCS, the world's
leading magazines, published monthlY,
price 20p each. Model & Allied Publica
tions Ltd., 13-35 Bridge Street, Heml:1
H\:mpstead, Herts.

AUSTRAl.IAN GLIDING Monthly.
publication of the Gliding Federati()fi of
Australia. A complete coverage of
Australian soaring and exclusive features
of international interest. SUbscription
£3.50 er $10 V.S. to Box 1650, G.P.O.
Adelaide, South Austrailia 5001.

NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwr"
Official Gliding Magazine of the N.Z.
Gliding Association. Printed October and
alternate months. Write N.Z. Gliding
Kiwi. p.a. Box 545. Tauranga, New
Zealand. £2.00 sterling for year's sub
scription (inclusive of postage).
It is understood that the British Gliding Association cannot accept responsibility for claims

made by adverdsers in "Sailprane and Gliding".

I Chiltern Sailplanes
Ltd.

HANG GLIDING - the "ultimate" sport,
send an SAE to the National Hang ,Glid
ing Assn, 9 The Drive, West Wickham,
Kent, for ALL details.

Senior Inspection Approval, Repairs to
steel tube, glassfible and wooden

sailplanes.

TUG pilot competition experience-avail,
able .July 26 to September 3. Want tugging
pleasure flying. Anything legal ~onsidered.

Benson, Cradley Heath 69210.

Dave P,aton

WANTED: pye Bantam Glider Radio.
Also Barograph, please reply with details
to Box No SG 439.

Works. Southend tane Northall
Eaton Bray (0525) 220131

Home. 300 Luton Road Dunstable
Dunstable (0582) 64472

OLYMPIA 28 fuselage. Slig'ht damage
acceptable. Price. details to Warner 83
Gunhild Way. Cambridge. Tel: 43806.
SKYLARK 3 or similar performance sail
plane. Deakin Cambridge 62530.

CLOSED Trailer for 18m Vintage two
seater. Wills. Huntercombe End Farm,
NettJebed, Oxon. Tel: Nettlebed ,650
evenings.

PERSONAL

WANTED

400 OR 500 LITRE oxygen bottle wanted
for glider installation. Bernard Filchett,
cIa F. L. Fitchelt Ltd, Trading Estate,
Groby, Leicester. Tel: Leicester 876412.
PYE BANTAM top cash offered. 01·788
1960 (office hours).

WANTED. T-3Igood condition if pos
sible, but damaged glider considered.
Details to S. Evans, 051·546 4192.

"WINTER" barograph required. J. R.
JefIries, London Gliding Club, Dunstable
Downs, Beds. Tel: 0582 63419.

WANTED T-2lB or other suitable 2
seater fQr new dub being formed iD East
Sussex. Contact E. R. Jarvis, Hastings
426057 Evenings.

AMERICAN sailplane pilot and family,
interested in sharing few days hospitality
California with English fami,ly in return
for same in England. Summer 1975. Dale
ThQmpson. 4443 Fieldcrest Drive, Rich
mond, California 94803, USA.
SlTUATIONS-WAN1TED:------

MISCELLANEOUS

SITUA'J!ONS VACANT
GLIDING-INSTRUCT=O"::R'--an-d:"":/"'o-r~tu-g
pilot wanted for summer season April
October. Requirements - full BGA
instructors category. Apply to The Secret
ary, Devonshire Soaring Club, 22
Coleridge Road, Ottery St Mary, Devon,
EXH lID.
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We shall be pleased to send you details. apply:

Professional instructors fIDr ab-initios,
T-49 and Blanik for advanced training.
South-west facing ~idge for "C"s and

Bronles, excellent thermall soaring,
aerotow facilities.

COME TO KENT THIS YEAR 1

Telephone Challock 247 or write to the

Kent Gliding Club. Challock Ashford. Kent

Week~y .and fortnightly courses
from £40.00 ("nc. VAT)

Manager.

Derek Piggott, our C.F.:J., leads a learn of professional instructors
second to none

WHERE'S THIS - LASHAMI

LAS:HAM AIRFIELD, NI'. ALTON, :HANTS
Telephone Herr,lard 270

-v.!-- -- -- -
LONDON GLIDING CLUB-

Dunstable Downs Bedfordshire Te'l: 058263419
(Just off the M1 and within easy reacl1~of London and the Midlands).

IT'S THE O,NLY PLACE TO GOI
* For the novice or pundit

* ab-initio to advanced training

* circuits to cross country

*~aerotow or auto raunch

We (:ontinue to offer efficient and reliable launching by winch, aero
tow and catapult, seven days a week.
The Club site, encompassing part of the Chiltern Hills escarpment
provides freQuent slope soaring. conditions in winter as well as excel
rent thermals in summer.
Training on the club's fleet of modern dual and single seater gliders is
carried out ,and superVised by experienced and qualified professional
instructors.
The Club glider fleet is maintained On site by our own team of profes
sIonal gmund engineers.
Cater,ing is provided everyday (weekends only in winter) licensed bar,
accommodation and other facilities.

W,rite for ',974 Course brochure andlor club membership details to the
Manager, or ring 0582 6341,9.

CORNISH GLIDING &.
FLYING CLUB

Details with pleasure from:

The Course Secretary.

Cornish Gliding & F,lylng Club,
Trevellas Airfield, Perranporth.

Cornwall.
Tel. Devoran 86251 a

Gliding courses in modern f1eetfrom May
7th - BGA fully rated instructors - fine
soaring - lovely coastal airfield - Ideal

for a different family holiday.
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Gliding in Herefordshire
AEROTOW/MOTOR GLIDER

courses [46.20 inc. accommodation.
membership and VAT

also
INTENSIVE GLIDING courses f,or

the mal'l in ·a hur,ry.
and

COMBINED POWER & GLIDING
courses for the man whCil wants the best

of both worlds.

Postcard to Herefordshire Gliding Club
Course Secretary

D. L. Davis. C.herry Trees. 'Galhampton
YEOVIL. Somerset. BA22 7AN.
brngs all the detailS by return.

tNKPEN GLIDING
CLUB

Come and glide at the best
soaring si,te in Southern

England. We've got a ridge
as welll

Aerotow launching and
Motor Falke.. Training courseS.

Private owners wekome.

Oetails from

THE S'ECHETARY,

INKPEN GLIDING CLUB
SHALBOURNE.

Nr. MARLBOROUGH. WilTS.
Telephone: Oxenw()od 29

Fly where the buzzards fly I

Ridge Thermal Wave
Winch or Bungey

Midland GUdlng Club Limited

Holida.y Courses
April-October

Private Owners Welcome
(Please book in Advance)

I Course Secretary

66. Sylvan Avenue, Timperley
Altrincham. Cheshi.rE;l. WA15 6AD
or phone 061 973 30.86
(9am-9pm)

LASHAM
Special AREOTOW

Course
WILL BE HELD AT

LASHAM BETWEEN
8th & 12th J ULY

DURING THE
REGIONAlS

COMPETITION.

Come and enjoy
both.

Fut I details apply:
MANAGER,

LASHAM GUDING SOCIETY.
LASHAM AIRFI,ELO.

ALTON. HANTS.

WYCOMBE AIRWAYS
GLIDING FLYING
SCHOOL CLUB

THAMES VALLEY
FLYI.NG CLUB

5 day residential course from
Mar.cll to September

AB aerotows and modem training
fleet ensures a trouble-free FUN
ho'liday with the accent on flying.

This excellent thermal site has a
c1'ubhouse, bar. canteen and

accommodation.

Whether an ab-initio or an
advanced pilot our instructors can

cater for all V0ur flying
requ I'rements.

For more details apply to:
THE SECRETARY (SG)

WYCOMBE GUD:JNG SCHOOL
WVCOMBE AIR PARK,

BOOKER, MARlOW, BUCKS

West Wales Gliding Club

I

Haverfordwest
Witlilybush Airfield is centrally situ
ated for over 70 miles of National
Parkcoastlineand unspoilt beaches
for your family holidays.
Ab-initio courseson Falke, Capstan
and T-21 B.
May te October,
Camping and caravan facilifes
available.
Bmchure & fuller Information from

Gliding Secretary:
"Greensleaves". Heywood Lanel

Tenby, Pembs.
Tel. Tenbv: 3187 I

YORKSHIRE.
GLIDING CLUB

COME

FLY

SUTTON

BANK

Details from THE SECRETARY,
YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB.

SUTTON BANK, THIIRSK,
YORKSHIRE Tel:. sunON 237




